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1) Drew Antone and Sloan Nordwick fire their clay projects in art class 
using cow manure as fuel. 2) Kyle Thoman assists interested elementary 

students at the fire truck display. 3) Doug Jordan relates the importance of 
bicycle safety while navigating his trainees through an obstacle course.  

4) Jody Johnson jubilantly adds the finishing touches to her woods project.  
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Before plotting more mischief, Nichole 
Kilgore checks to see if anyone is looking.  

Keela Durako and her Barbie are caught having a 
coloring party with Barney, Cinderella, and 
Scrooge McDuck. 

Eric Inman bashfully waits for 
the right moment to unleash his 
signature smile and nod.  

Senior Child Pictures: 

Michael Smith  grins 
adorably. He is usu-
ally seen with a 
smile, and his posi-
tive demeanor is 
known throughout 
the school. 

 Matthew Smith sticks his tongue out at the cam-
era. He is known for his playful attitude.  

Victoria Capitan and her brother are 
caught laughing at their newest round of 
Bugs Bunny-inspired antics.  

The seniors all had tiny begin-
nings. Looking at their smaller selves, 
it is difficult to imagine the adults 
these children would someday turn 
into.  

From fun-loving ankle biters to 
chubby little pranksters, each one has 
matured in her or his own way.  

Some continue to have overly silly 
sides while others have discovered a 
quiet resolve that will serve them well 
in coming years.  

Whatever the case, it is safe to say 
that they leave high school knowing 
that they are well on their way to be-
coming the people they were always 
meant to be.  

Each one leaves the halls of Wind 
River better off than when they came. 
Thank you to the parents, friends, 
community, staff, and members who 
have helped them on their journey. 
 

Even the Big Start Small... 

Faith Hoffman falls asleep with her new 
Christmas present. When awake, Suzie and 
Faith would play all day then cuddle up 
and conk out.  
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Kaycee Whitt vogues for the 
camera, showing that sense of 
humor we all know her for.  

Senior Tina Murdock, an an-
gelic, bright-eyed cherub, is 
ready to conquer the world . . . 
one red pillow at a time. 

Haley Owens makes a mess out of 
her cookie before offering a bite 
to her mom.  

Nate LaJeunesse finds the perfect balance between adorable-
ness and happiness while rocking his first pair of NIKES.  

Shay Nordwick and her family of Yorkshire Terriers de-
scribe their latest catch. This tale involves multiple bows 
and “the fish that got away.”  

Matthew Hitt grew up to become a 
volunteer member of the Fremont 
County Fire Battalion.  

Trent and Doug Jordan jam out in 
Christmas-themed apparel, fore-
shadowing the extroverted spirit 
they are both known for. 

Toddler Lex Leonhardt got muddy while helping his 
dad irrigate on the farm. He is temporarily clean until 
his next adventure. 

This is material evidence that 
Colton Blankenship was once 
short enough to sit in a chair 
like a normal person. 
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If you can imagine it, you can achieve it.  If you can dream it, you will  
become it.”                                                                 

                        -William Arthur  
Senior Futures 10 

What’s Next for the Class of 2010? 

Colton Blankenship, Matt Hitt, Trent  
Jordan, and Nick Pince lead the rest of 
the seniors to pep-assembly victory. It 
should be noted that Colton’s purple 
Mohawk inspired a legion of followers.   

Faith Hoffman and Kaycee Whitt put their 
secret agent skills to the test while finding a 
way to raise the spirits of their groggy peers 
in Washington. Two parts sleep deprivation 
plus a slew of hijinks is a perennial theme of 
the senior trip.     

When not busy battling superheroes in her 
guise as Doctor Shock Clock, Kayla Cy-
phers loves to clown around in Ms. 
Wanda’s culinary course. Few other classes 
encourage students to eat their homework.  

In one of the few moments they weren’t marching through Washington (they walk several hours a day), the seniors rested 
their weary feet on a statue. They then immediately hit the pavement for their next adventure.   



Senior Futures 11 

The class of 2010 has had its ups and downs, but they are all ready to 
receive their diplomas and start another chapter in their lives. Although 
not every senior is completely sure where her or his future lies, here are 
a few possibilities:   

• April Whitplume plans to study early childhood edu-
cation and is very excited to work with children.  

• Haley Owens plans to go to Dothan Alabama to 
achieve her dreams of  becoming a high school theater 
teacher.  

• Eric Inman plans to attend CWC for business and cu-
linary, then eventually start his own restaurant. 

• Zane Debuse plans to go to college in Torrington and 
weld for two years.  

• Nick Pince would like to go to college and study AG 
business. 

• Stacie Tizump is content with her plans of  attending 
Casper College to be a social worker.  

• Laura Friday looks forward to going to college and 
living life in the Marines or in pre-law.  

• Bailey O’Neal would like to go to school for ranch 
management and get an internship for the Game and 
Fish Department. 

• Cory Albright plans to attend Sheridan College and 
rodeo for them while he figures out what he would 
like to do.  

Shay Nordwick, Victoria Capitan, Kaycee Whitt, and Lisa Mor-
gan rally behind Laura Friday during Senior Night. Camaraderie 
was the ingredient that helped the girls’ teams do so well this 
year.    

While he might be loathe to admit it, Cory Albright had a blast 
playing the boss in the Drama class’ production of The Comic 
Book Artist. Ultimately, he was happy he stuck things out; so was 
the audience.   

DJ Doug E. Fresh and Mix-Master Supreme Nick Pince rock 
the karaoke machine at After Prom while Elley Votruba and 
Tami LaJuenesse belt out backup vocals.   

With umbrellas at their side, the boys adjust to misty overcasts and high hu-
midity before huddling for added warmth. Lex Leonhardt said it was good 
they walked so much or the cool weather might have got the best of them.  



(Top Middle) Tim Maul shows some holiday spirit 
during the FFA’s visit to the elementary’s Holiday 
Music Program. It is a Wind River FFA tradition to 
show up as Santa and his helpers to the Holiday pro-
gram. 

(Above) Hungry-Hungry Horton ferociously downs 
an innocent cupcake at fair. Shay is actively involved 
in Fremont County’s numerous Ag-related activities. 

(Top Far Left) Josh O’Brien shows off his sense of 
style using Brandon Jenning’s Aviators. Aviator sun-
glasses have made a resurgence in the school’s fashion 
scene.  

(Left) With tremendous effort, Coleman Stanger peels 
a log for his canopy bed. Throughout the year, Jeston 
Edmo and Coleman made and sold numerous Log 
Furniture Projects for the Woods IV class.   

Now 

In the 

Top Half 
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  “Some of my favorite people are juniors.”  
                                                                   -Lex Leonhardt 



(Right) Jeston Edmo goes for a lay-up while Jor-
dan C’Bearing attempts to block his shot. The two 
are playing a game of one-on-one during Outdoor 
Education with Mr. VanDenbos. 

(Top Right) The junior class grabs the tug-of-war 
rope in hopes of besting their opponent. The jun-
iors recently got their first win of their high school 
careers with the assistance of the sophomores. 

(Above Middle) Randi Williams carefully adds 
some finishing touches to her pot. Randi is a 
junior who hopes to use the skills learned in Mrs. 
Jones’ class in her future. 

(Above) Hope Hoffman gives a reassuring smile 
during a poster hanging. Hope was putting up 
posters for Wind River’s Spirit Club before run-
ning back to Drill Team practice. Go Cougars! 

The Junior Class 
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Near the Edge 

“The juniors have a knack for keeping up their academic energy while 
not forgetting to still have fun.” 
                                                            -Mr. Sennett 

Begins to 



Obstacles 

Juniors learn to 
face their fears...

 
During a stressful day, Ms. Wanda’s Hospital-
ity class helps the students unwind.  Anna 
Blankenship not only enjoys concocting culi-
nary masterpieces, but also being able to 
share them with classmates and friends. 

“This is a wake up call for me! All 

of the preparation...whoa, I’m almost 

graduated! I need to get things figured 

out!” -Sam Middlestadt 

Kim Steinhoff experiments with molding a slab vase during Clay I. Pottery is becoming a 
new passion,  and complements her love for painting.   

With a Herculean effort, Brandon Jennings 
takes sit-ups to a whole new level. Weights 
class continues to hold students accountable 
as kids are pushed through a rigorous yet 
realistic program.  

“Since I’m new, and this school is big-
ger than Encampment, I think I will 
get better help for my ACT testing, bet-
ter study time, and whatever else is 
necessary for me to pass!” 

-Tanner Gilliland  

Junior year is often considered the 
toughest teenagers face during their high 
school career.  

 With the ACT and career 
portfolios ahead, the juniors will need to 
have motivation, perseverance, and a posi-
tive way to approach these obstacles. 
Some students will bravely “wing it,” tak-
ing junior year as it comes. Others will 
take their time and prepare with studying 
and dedication. 

Brandon Jennings, a student who 
transferred from Riverton, says he isn't 
nervous about the ACT at all. He states 
that he is, “Mentally stronger,” so this 
makes him feel pretty confident. Brandon 
also said he enjoys being at a smaller 
school, and he has a new perspective to 
help him weather the year. Keeping his 
options open and being organized were 
just a few ways life will be easier for him. 

Nikki Cooper had a different 
entrance to the year as well. To help man-
age stress, she put more of her time into 
her work while still focusing on other out-
side school activities to help her in the 
future. Learning about careers and taking 
a career survey was one of the ways 
Nikki occupied herself.  

“It gave me more of an insight to 
what jobs are available, and what jobs I 
would be interested in. It's a small area, so 
I don't even know!” she explained. Nikki 
has been spending less time just hanging 
out, and more time with school work.             

Although folks make a big deal 
about “senioritis,” being a junior isn’t that 
easy, and much sacrifice and dedication is 
needed to pass. 

Tackling 
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Luke Bappe 
Anna Blankenship 
Jordan C’Bearing 
Sierra Collver 
Nicole Cooper 

Carlos Cyphers 
Katelyn Downing  
Jeston Edmo 
Jalen Friday 
Tanner Gilliland 

Shay Horton 
Brandon Jennings 
Jody Johnson 
Hope Hoffman 
Tamara LaJeunesse 

Rebecca Lundberg 
Tim Maul 
Sam Middelstadt 
Matthew Murdock 
Hailey Norris 

Josh O’Brien 
Fabienne Schneeberger  
Coleman Stanger 
Kimberly Steinhoff 
Randi Williams  

Nikki Cooper and Rebecca Lundberg heat metal 
to analyze surface temperature. Chemistry con-
tinues to challenge students with active experi-
ments.  

Blocking the opponent from Sara-
toga, Katelyn Downing and Tamara 
LaJeunesse form a wall together to 
complete the play. Both girls are var-
sity starters and set strong examples 
in all three sports. 

 

While trimming a log for his wood bed 
frame, Tim Maul focused to get the 
exact measurement for the post. Tim 
enjoys spending his time in the shop 
because he learns to make something 
new all the time.   

Not Pictured: Rebecca Turner Jr. Mugshots 15 



 
 

 

  

Homecoming ‘09 
Monte Carlo is What You Make It 

The senior class uses teamwork to remain 
the tug-of-war champions four years in a 

row.  With the senior class being the largest 
out of the four grades, there has been little 

competition in the past years.  Though there 
were a few close calls with the juniors, the 

seniors pulled through and showed everyone 
who was boss. 

Freshmen and sophomore boys enjoy a line 
dance along with many other students.  

Jesse Brown and Marty Thoman give their all 
during the Tug-of-War.  

Upper classmen enjoy the line dance during the 
homecoming dance.  

Homecoming week was quite the 

experience.  Many students dressed up 

to show their share of school spirit 

with an intensity that surprised much 

of the staff.  For instance, Bailey 

O’Neal and Kaycee Whitt dressed up 

all of Homecoming spirit week.  These 

two students have never shown much 

interest in such things, but, “It is our 

senior year, our time to shine and go 

all out,” stated Bailey O’Neal. 

 Along with the many other ac-

tivities and excitement, the football 

team showed their true pride by 

stomping the Burlington Huskies, 38 

to 0.  Although some of the crowd 

may have thought differently, our 

football team showed us they meant 

business. The homecoming royalty 

ceremony followed during halftime, 

recognizing the honored students. 

Even though it was too cold for the 

girls to show off their dresses, we still 

enjoyed the tradition.  

While the game was the highlight 

of the evening, the homecoming dance 

still dominated as the most exciting 

time of the night.  Whether the stu-

dents were dancing or sitting for a chat 

with their friends, everyone made the 

night worthwhile.  

   

 

Homecoming 16 

“During the Homecoming assembly 
many of the students are improving 
with their participation skills, al-
though there are those few students 
who are more out going than oth-
ers.” 
          -Ms. Devoss 



 

  

Homecoming Royalty:  Jalen Abeyta, Lindsey D’An-
drea, Michael Smith, Victoria Capitan, Jordon C’bear-
ing, Anna Blankenship, James Steinhoff, Darlee Hyatt. 
Trent Jordon and Faith Hoffman were nominated 
King and Queen. 

Michael Smith struggles to put his shoe on after being spun in 
circles during the homecoming pep assembly. The goal was to 
be the first class to complete the objectives of the relay race. 
What you do not see is Michael accidentally plowing over the 
Cougar mascot (“Elley Votruba”) in is his dizzy run to vic-
tory.  

The Wind River players look for an opening, throwing the foot-
ball with the help of the lineman who were giving it their all.  
Since it was homecoming week, the Cougar football team 
showed their fans what they are made of in front of the home 
crowd.    
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Preparing for science fair, Anna Smith assists Jessica Noe in sowing flower, lettuce, and pea seeds 
into starting peat pods. Jessica’s project consisted of testing these seeds with salt and distilled  
water.   

Honing Our Edge:  
Reaching Excellence While Being Themselves  

Joe Fegurgur and Danny Middlestadt wrestle while playing the Vargas 
kids in their skit from The House on Mango Street.  Their goal was to teach 
the class what happens when parents ignore their children.  

K.J. Klinker shoots some hoops dur-
ing 3rd hour P.E. with Mr. Vanden-
bos.  K.J.’s favorite sports are football 
and wrestling.  

This one time when 
Hadley and I hung out at 
my house we had a ro-
deo in my barn with my 
pony, Rosy. We tied a 
bucket full of water to 
her, and she started to 
buck, and, of course, 

Hadley jumped through 

the window of my barn 
and I was stuck in a 
corner until my horse 
moved then I slipped 
through the gates.  

        -Shanna Keysaw 
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As Justin Weier discovers in Biology I, vinegar injected in 
lemon juice doesn’t react in a positive way.  Justin and his lab 
partners gained much information about acids in this lab. 

Randi Campbell works on her picture that she is painting while Dalyn Grin-
dle looks through one of the art books.  Randi is known for her artistic 
work and personality.  

In woods class, Morgan Martinez makes a picture frame to 
hold a family photo. She loves art courses, and woods is an-
other area where Morgan gets a creative outlet.  

Marty Thoman, Elley Votruba, and Danica Maddock share the responsibility 
of cleaning beakers after their experimental pre-science fair project.  The trio 
worked together and tested the reactions of Mentos with soda to watch the 
explosion.  

Sophomores Josh Dooley  

and Tyler Taylor went coy-

ote hunting one Sunday out in 

the middle of nowhere. Navigat-

ing the perilous terrain was easy 

until Tyler wedged his truck be-

tween two gigantic  

boulders. Josh noticed that 

they drained the battery 

“deader than dead,” and had a 

bright idea to push it back up 

the hill to start it in reverse. 

With herculean effort, the duo 

were able to start the beast as 

Josh came tumbling after! 
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The sophomore class makes up a 

majority of our high school’s student 

body, and, as the largest group, they are 

commonly found in almost every class-

room. As cohorts, the sophomores are a 

competitive bunch, often talking of their 

possible future endeavors, glories, and 

ambitions. 

Oddly enough, one student refers to 

sophomore year as the “easiest year they 

will probably have; it is so much simpler 

than being the new kid on the block,” 

said Tyson Lonebear. This may be true, 

knowing that they have had to broaden 

the subjects that they take, or just the fact 

that they are comparing it to their fresh-

man year.  

Sophomores took courses ranging 

from Expository Composition to Biology, 

and they were able to add one more elec-

tive from last year’s schedule.  

One big step is occurs in the English 

Department, where the students progress 

to several new types of literature and are 

challenged by higher levels of academic 

rigor. After all this is said and done, the 

students move into a Shakespearean unit 

where they need to complete a three-part 

presentation that builds off the work they 

have done in several BOEs.  

Another big elective taken by sopho-

mores during the school year is Projects I 

(Welding). Ryan Heeg works on building 

a bumper for his truck, achieving a more 

thorough skill set while adding some 

beauty to his vehicle. As Ryan gets more 

experienced in his new subject, the voca-

tional horizons and applications of his 

new talent seem almost endless. 

At the beginning of the year Jalen 

Abeyta said, “This year is going to be a 

marathon and not a sprint,” most likely 

meaning that slow and steady consistency 

will get the job done.  

With all the sophomores striving to 

get more in depth with the high school 

life, they will need to cover more middle 

ground in this year than in the two next 

years to come. When you are in the mid-

dle of it all you are not up, you are not 

down, but chances are it is only forward 

from here.  

  

Sophomores: Steadily Achieving Their Goals 

In the middle of it all 

Tyson LoneBear and Josh Dooley listen 
intently at a student’s presentation in Ms. 
Garcia’s class. In this reading-listening 
exercise, the audience had to mimic the 
listening style of children to help present-
ers project their voices. 

“I am getting more and more anxious for 
the final two years left.”                       

          -Danica Maddock 

Kelsi Davidson is seen here acting out as 
Scout in a To Kill A Mockingbird play. Kelsi 
was strategically chosen for this part because 
of the apparel she could borrow from her 
father who is a farmer. 
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During the Regional Science Fair at Central Wyo-
ming College, Marissa Stover presents her project 
that was based on the patterns of different ink 
pens. Marissa’s hard work qualified her project 
for State Science Fair in Chemistry by taking 
third place. 



Jalen Abeyta 
Jesse Brown 
Randi Campbell 
Verna Capitan 
Dylan Cooper 

Lindsey D’ Andrea 
Kelsi Davidson 
Josh Dooley 
Hadley Farwell 
Joe Tidzump 

Randy Gerhardt 
Dalyn Grindle 
Ryan Heeg 
Stetler Hopkin 
Taylor Hunt 

Shanna Keysaw 
KJ Klinker 
Ayla Kuegeler 
Tyson Lone Bear 
Danica Maddock 

Morgan Martinez 
Chante Merrill 
Shantel Miller 
Jessica Noe 
Pete Ouray 

Anna Smith 
Marissa Stover 
Tyler Taylor 
Marty Thoman 
Kara Verley 

Elley Votruba 
Justin Weier 
Tristan Yellowplume 
Not Pictured: Brittany 
Kirby 

“Sophomore year has it’s ups and downs, like a roller 
coaster till someone gets sick.”     

                                    -Dylan Cooper Marty Thoman, Elley Votruba, and Tanner 
Gilliland creep towards Boo Radley’s backdoor 
in their reenactment of To Kill A Mockingbird.     
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Not pictured:  
Brittany Kirby,  
MaKala Turner 



Danny Middlestat uses his welding skills to construct a chair for Mr.  
Frazier’s welding class. Danny creates impressive work for a beginning 
welder. 

“This year is a lot better then last year; I got better in throwing in 

track and my academics have gone up a lot.” 

                                  
                                  

       -Tim Dwyer 

 In Mr. Walker’s weight class, 
Delane King practices her 

form for squats. As always, 
Caitlin O’Brien is there to 

spot her. Mr. Walker has the 
students work on form be-

fore weight is added for 
safety. 

Freshmen  

Shadd Tibbs works on a few alterations for his rubber-
band car to improve its speed and distance of travel.  
Mr. Vandenbos kept his science classes busy through-
out the year with a variety of hands-on work. 
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During English class, Brett 
Groesbeck and James Steinhoff 
play a high intensity ice-breaker 
called “Zing” to help them with 
their presenting skills. Being 
comfortable in front of a crowd 
is a talent that applies to all 
classes. 

While, enjoying their Friday 
off, Sloan Nordwick and 
Shira Ross spend their day 
riding with Makala Turner 
around Pavillion. These three 
were spotted wrangling up 
some homework before 
heading on down the trail. 
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“My favorite time in football this year was when I got paired up with Colton Blankenship in a tackling drill, and I 
was frightened for my life.                                                        
                    -Kaiden Koenig 

During lunch, Devon Burrell 
and Mckenzie Groom spend 
time socializing before re-
turning to class. Lunch is a 
great time  for students to 
spend time with their friends 
or perfect a new version of 
cats cradle. 



Entering the first year of high school 

can be frustrating, stressful, and emo-

tional, but by the end of the year most 

students have learned the ropes.  

It may take some time and persistence 

to push one to the edge of her or his po-

tential, but in the end, freshmen can over-

come adversity if they plan carefully. They 

can opt for advanced placement classes in 

years to come, get first period off 

(depending on test results later in their 

high school career), and have time to en-

joy fun electives if they remain consis-

tently successful. 

McKenzie Groom thinks of his fresh-

man year as a game that one can either 

win or lose, recommending, “Have fun, 

and don't worry about playing it safe be-

cause that limits you; try not to interfere 

with what can happen, or what is supposed 

to happen.”  

Being a freshman comes with more 

responsibility than one faced in middle 

school. This is the year when students 

have to start thinking about what classes 

will be necessary to take and where their 

interests may actually lie.  

Newcomer Amanda C’Bearing cau-

tiously offers, “I’m frightened to fail be-

cause of the levels of difficulty in classes, 

but like other freshmen, I believe that I 

can succeed.” Such beliefs are shared by 

many of her peers, and the ninth graders, 

for the most part, seem ready to tackle 

any challenges they may encounter.    

The Beginning of the Next Four Years... 
No Limits When it Comes to Success... 

There was little pressure as Rachel 
Fennie, along with other classmates, set 
up equipment in the weight room during 
health class.  

Brooke Scadden concentrates intently on her art project. Brooke feels, “Art is a way to ex-
press myself, and it’s also a way to be creative.” 

After a few days of squinting, Alex Collver 
realizes that safety goggles are for more 
than looking cool while welding.  
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Drew Antone 
Kali Broncho 
Devon Burrell 
Amanda C’Bearing 
Alex Collver 

Timothy Dwyer 
Ellie Fagon 
Rachael Fennie 
Ward Gordon 
Brett Groesbeck 

McKenzie Groom 
Wallace Hill 
Darlee Hyatt 
Delane King 
Kobee Kitchin 

Kaiden Koenig 
Joel Lewis 
Joseph McLeod 
Shyrhrea Medicine Top 
Daniel Middelstadt 

Sloan Nordwick 
Caitlin O’Brien  
Caiden Pfisterer 
Taylor Raymond 
Shira Ross 

Brooke Scadden 
Trevor Scadden 
James Steinhoff 
Shadd Tibbs 
Roger Wagon 

Not Pictured: Destiny Singer and Ryan Weliever 

“Being a freshman gives me more opportunities to  
                                                   pursue my goal of being a vet.” 
                  -Shira Ross  
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FFA is a nationwide organization based on agriculture and 

leadership. Founded in 1928, there are currently 47 FFA chap-

ters in the state of Wyoming. In FFA, the members participate 

in events such as speech, livestock judging, horse judging, meats 

judging, parliamentary procedure, and sales at the state and 

even national convention. The members also participate in 

community-service projects, such as helping with the elemen-

tary Christmas assemblies and programs, and the County Fair 

Hog Wrestling Tournament.  

Fair is a large part of FFA. At Fair, there are many competi-

tive events one can enter, from showing animals to photogra-

phy. If one is good enough at the county level, he or she move 

on to State Fair in Douglas. Most fair participants at Wind 

River show animals rather than compete in other events.  

The 2009-2010 FFA officers learn a dance at the FFA officer re-
treat at Togwatee Pass. The officers went on a horseback ride, 
went to a camp cook out, and did some leadership activities. 

Brandon Jennings, Dalyn Grindle, and Hope Hoffman sit on the 
tailgate of a truck to eat during an FFA BBQ. The FFA has a BBQ 
before every monthly meeting.  

Wind  River  FFA  and  Fair: 
Learning to Do, Doing to Learn, Earning to Live, Living to Serve 

 ff 

Kyle Thoman leads his steer, showing him at his best in the 2009 Fre-
mont County Fair Junior Livestock Sale. His steer weighed 1,285 
pounds and sold for $1.30 per pound. 

Marty Thoman and Tyler Taylor observe what is going on at the grill 
while Matt Hitt and Tim Maul grill some hamburgers. The FFA held a 
staff barbeque during FFA Week.  
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As one of the most exciting and competi-
tive sports in America, rodeo is very popular in 
the Cowboy State. Although not many people 
in our school participate in this sport, there are 
a few people who compete year-round. Events 
in rodeo are Barrel Racing, Calf Roping, Team 
Roping, Bareback Riding, Saddle Bronc Rid-
ing, Bull Riding, Steer Wrestling, Goat Tying, 
and Pole Bending.  

Most of us focus on riding bulls, tying 
goats, barrel racing, or pole bending. Even 
staff members compete in rodeos. Many of 
our local participants have made it to the state 
and national competition level and have done 
well in both. 

In the early days of ranching, calves were 
roped to be branded, so they wouldn’t get sto-
len. Bronc riding was used in the young days 
of ranching as well. When the ranchers needed 
to “break” horses to ride, they rode them until 
they stopped bucking. It is challenging to stay 
atop a bucking horse, so this has turned into 
part of rodeo.  

Richard Lundberg rides a miniature bull at the Northwest Miniature Bull Riding Finals. He 
placed 10th, with 136.5 points accumulated on two bulls.  

Kelsi Davidson turns and burns at third  
barrel racing jackpot at the Pavillion arena. 
She was second in the summer series.  

Cory Albright successfully stays atop a bull 
at a high school rodeo in Wheatland. Cory 
has participated in rodeo for most of his 
life, and has consistently excelled. 

Taylor Hunt dismounts her horse during 
the goat tying event at a rodeo. Taylor com-
petes in Barrel Racing, Pole Bending, and 
Goat Tying during rodeo. 

Drew Antone dominates a bull at the Junior 
Rodeo Finals. Drew started riding bulls when 
he was in middle school.  

Mr. Frazier takes up his slack after roping a 
calf at a fourth of July rodeo. Mr. Frazier 
placed 3rd, with a 9.2 second time. 

                   Ways of  the West: Rodeo 

         Rodeo 27 

Chante Merrill goes around third barrel 
at a Pavillion Gymkhana. She placed 
third, with a time of 19.12 seconds. 



Electives are one of the best 

freedoms a student has in school. 

Students get to pick the classes they 

want to attend rather than taking 

what’s required. For some, such 

courses offer a unique chance to 

unwind.  Electives allow students 

the opportunity to be themselves 

while actively pursuing areas of 

interest. Although some electives 

are necessary  for scholarships and 

high school credits, they still allow 

students to explore different fields 

of study. 

Many electives are popular; one 

mainstay has been the agricultural 

program. At Wind River, Ag enthu-

siasts get the opportunity to move 

through several levels, from Ag I to 

Ag IV. Having a chance to study 

this content is important to the 

Pavillion community since so many 

kids live on farms and/or do ranch-

type work.   

Other popular electives are the 

woods and weights classes.  The 

woods classes are taught by Mr. 

Chatfield and allow students to be 

creative in building different pieces 

of furniture.  Crafting a swinging 

seat or a bed that will either later be 

bought by a student or sold are 

some of the activities that everyone 

seems to enjoy.  In the Weights 

classes, students go through various 

lifting programs, which will help 

better their physical fitness and 

have some time off from doing 

paperwork. 

The Hospitality Class is a great 

way to learn how to follow recipes 

and cook delicious meals. This class 

teaches groups of people to work 

together and make a entree. Under 

Mrs. Henry’s guidance, students 

cook meals for themselves, the 

School Board, Dinner Theater-

Thanksgiving, and staff lunches.  
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Colton Blankenship demonstrates to the class 
how to fully execute the CPR procedure in any 
emergency. Colton sets examples to his peers 
through his work and experience.  

After letting his pot harden in Clay II, Lex 
Leonhardt begins the process of detailing 
and trimming off the excess clay.   

Matthew Smith assists Cory Albright in moving his bed frame to a workstation where Cory will add further detail to his 
design.  Cory and Matthew have been in several woods classes throughout their high school years.   
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BOCHES added in a new class this year for the students;  
Hospitality II is a class where students can experience hands-on 
learning and the joy of actually eating their homework.  Laura 
Friday and Eric Inman participate in making pancakes for the 
staff. 

Rebecca Turner 
scans an art maga-
zine, looking for a 

source of inspiration 
for her clay class. 

Rebecca incorporates 
her art experience 

from New Zealand 
into clay. 

Kali Broncho, one of many freshmen, got the opportunity to 
experience weightlifting. Mr. Walker is the instructor of this 

class and provides the students with a variety of  information 
about the proper lifting techniques. 

    Something... 

Different 

By students taking an AG class for an elective, they can participate in FFA and enjoy 
many fun activities. Here, Elley Votruba, Danica Maddock, Ayla Kuegeler, Josh Doo-
ley, and Marty Thoman take part in the hog wrestling put on by the Fremont County 
Fair. 
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Senior Zane Debuse helps his zombie-bro, Matthew 
Smith, apply a perfect ratio of blood to gore before 
crawling from the crypt during the Halloween per-
formance.  

Drama began with a silent bang when the 
class was introduced to the art of miming. Ms. 
Garcia was able to get the class to use their 
bodies in ways to evoke emotion, and then 
everyone moved onto voice lessons to compli-
ment their recently enhanced body move-
ments.  

By October, the students were ready to 
take to the stage, drafting Halloween-themed 
plays for the middle school. Featuring flesh-
eating zombies, mysterious witches, a creepy 
Igor, dark vampires, and one socially chal-
lenged Frankenstein, the sketches offered the 
class an opportunity to perform for a real audi-
ence. Following this performance, the troupe 
began an in-depth exploration of the art of 

Morgan Martinez, Anna Smith, 
and Jessica Noe creates a “ladies 
man” out of Dylan Cooper, at 
least until the vampires ate him. 

Ayla Kuegeler consoles Jessica Noe and her cab-
bage patch kid in a student-directed one-act.  

The Fabulous Four and their creator, Stanley Sappovitz, respond to Viola’s desperate plea to 

Stacie Tidzump quickly memorizes a scene 
from Twilight to perform with a couple of 
guest speakers.  

After a frantic rehearsal, the actors and technicians revive themselves on Doritos and soda 
pop. The students and director put in many late hours before the opening night.  
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We Ain’t Afraid of No Ghosts:                     



Star Guy’s Colton Blankenship explains how 
charismatic he can be to a startled Dylan Cooper. 
The big guy soon had three more super heroes to 
contend with thanks to Dylan’s magical pen.   

The villain defeated, Dylan Coo-
per’s Eraser Man steals a kiss from 
Morgan Martinez’s Viola. The 
crowd went wild. 

Zane Debuse’s Triple-Time is no match for Kayla Cyphers as Dr. 
Shock Clock. With a snap of her finger, the speedster was slowed 
to a snail’s pace.  

Some of the cast were wrangled together for a few celebratory shots. Even after 
the play was over, it was difficult to keep up with crew since so many were rushing 
to set up the next performance.  

Fans of Matthew Smith’s singing sensa-
tion, Rotten Penny, Rebecca Lundberg 
and Sierra Collver excite the crowd as 
they wait for their favorite musical  
artist.  

A “Feed the 
Bears”  

Production of 
the Comic 

Book Artist  

The dinner theatre was “a 
great place to have a great 
time,” expressed former 
Wind River teacher Charles 
Frost. 

Margret Shaw claimed that it 
was an “awesome experi-
ence, with characters you 
could relate to.”  
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Drama Class Tackles Everything from         
                                            Frankenstein to Super Villains    

Cory Albright’s boss character, D.C. Wunder-
man, demands his comic-book staff give him 
something original.  

To kick off the second semester, the drama 
class began preparing for their final project: the 
spring dinner theatre performance of the Comic 
Book Artist. Set in New York City, the play re-
counts the tale of a wannabe comic book artist, 
Stanley Sappovitz, and his rag-tag group of su-
per heroes who have to battle the malevolent 
(yet fashionable) Dr. Shock Clock.. 

Both Dinner Theatre performances were 
sold out, thanks to the overwhelming support of 
the hospitality class and the community. The 
class had one final performance in front of the 
school, allowing the actors to tailor the play to 
their own age group and share their perform-
ance with their high school peers. 



Elley Votruba, Danica Maddock, and Hope Kinder show off their knowledge of the 
two-step during the dance.    

Kaiden Koenig and Pete Ouray review the black jack 
rules from dealer Delvin Hyatt, and learn to take his 
advice. Cards were one of several popular events during 
the evening.     

Wind River Prom 2010 

On the Edge of Paradise  

Shyrhrea Medicine Top, Laura Friday, Lisa Morgan, and Kali Bronco share a laugh 
as they sing a karaoke song during After Prom. 
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The more the merrier: Wind River students often bring 
peers from other schools to the dance. Shown here are 
Faith Kinder’s date, Russel Goff, and Anna Blankenship’s 
date, Garret Von Crozik. 

“It was fun to spend time with friends and 
watch their personalities change on the 
dance floor.” 
        -Morgan Martinez  
 

 
“Prom rocked! I loved the tropical theme 
since it’s been so cold and gloomy this 
spring.” 
        -Jessica Noe 



Prom Royalty: Junior Attendants Katelyn Downing and Shay Horton; Senior Attendants Kaycee Whitt 
and Eric Inman; King and Queen Nate Lajeunesse and Shay Nordwick  

Luke Bappe shows off his moves 
to fellow classmates as he keeps 
beat with the tune. 

James Steinhoff races with his 
blindfolded partner during the ice 
cream eating contest. The old 
rhyme “I Scream for ice cream” 
seemed oddly appropriate as team-
mates bumped into each other and 
spilled vanilla scoop all over the 
place.    

Mr. and Mrs. Gosnell serve beverages and snacks 
during the dance. Mr. Gosnell was the teacher 
who supported and helped the Junior class to 
pull off the wonderful event.   

Victoria Capitan spins the wheel to see what disturb-
ing food she has to eat in less than one minute. This 
game station was based on the show A Minute To 
Win It. 
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       S p o r t s D i v i s i o n 

Lindsey D’Andrea Jesse Brown 

Lex Leonhardt Alex Collver 

-Kaycee Whitt 

“It’s great to finally play and be a team. We all have put our heads         together 
with the help of our new coach.  I am really looking forward to the rest of the 

season.” 
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During the season opener in Powell, Marty 
Thoman looks to the corner for his next 
move. After a 4th overtime, Marty defeated 
the Wheatland opponent.  He is one of three 
wrestlers with multiple years of varsity ex-
perience.  

Michael Smith fails to catch the football 
against Wyoming Indian.  Even though they 
were trailing far behind their opponent, the 
Cougars managed to steal the win. 

Kaycee Whitt Elley Votruba Tyson Lonebear 

Chante Merrill runs the first leg of the girls 
4X400 at state.  Chante excelled in her events 
throughout the year of track and looks forward to 
next season. 
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Finding One Heart... 
Volleyball is a sport where a team must work 

together to accomplish their goal of winning. This is 
where the Lady Cougars excelled this year.  

Many of the younger players have mentors, and 
learn from watching the more experienced players 
who will help them accomplish their goals. Fresh-
man Darlee Hyatt gets advice from upperclassmen, 
like Shay Nordwick. Shay sets a strong example for 
many of the girls with her uncompromising attitude 
on the court.  

With a fresh season, new coaches are always 
interesting and bring an excited energy to the team. 
Chad Lemley and Lynn Linblad created novel strate-
gies and techniques to better the players. They en-
couraged the team to focus on their academics as 
well as the game.    

During their first game, the Cougars swept 
Kemmerer. The ladies went through most of the 
season undefeated. Even after a loss at the Regional 
Tournament, they pulled together a win against Big 
Piney and placed 3rd, earning a spot in the State 
Tournament for the first time in five years. 

Back Row: Victoria Capitan, Taylor Hunt, Jordan Barquin, Katelyn Downing, Darlee Hyatt, 
Hailey Norris, Ellare Votruba, Kelsi Davidson, Dalyn Grindle. 
Middle Row: Shay Nordwick, Danica Maddock, Tamara Lajuenese, Katelyn O’Brien, Brett 
Groesback, Morgan Martinez, Shantel Miller, Verna Capitan, Kali Broncho. 
Front Row: Lindsey D’Andrea, Randi Campbell, Anna Smith, Ayla Kuegler, Lisa Morgan, 
Amanda C’Bearing, Shyrhea Medicine Top. 

While at Saratoga, Randi Camp-
bell finished off the play with a tip 
over the defenders. Randi played 
both JV and varsity this season.   

Teamwork was the Cougars’ main goal this 
year. Before the game against Shoshoni, the 
team regrouped with some encouraging 
words from Coach Lemely.  

...and learning to be a team 

Elley Votruba helps rally the team before the 
Big Piney game. Camaraderie paid off this year 
as the Lady Cougars learned to play with 
one heart.  

“We became a team and started win-

ning games because of it.” 

                    
    - Katelyn Downing 
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During a conference game against Kemmerer, Taylor Hunt 
caught some air to lay down a kill over the opponent. Taylor 
ended the season with 91 kills.   

The Lady Cougars tear through a poster with the team’s philosophy: 
“One Heart.” This idea, coupled with the line, “Teamwork makes the 
dream work,” were just a few of the perspectives that reflected the 
team’s excellent teamwork this season.   

Danica Maddock, and the rest of the Lady Cougars, raise their 
arms in a huddle. Everyone agreed that this year’s squad dem-
onstrated far more unity than they have in the past few years.   While competing against Rocky Mountain at the State matchup, Kelsi 

Davidson goes up for a roll-shot over the hands of the opponent.   
Taylor Hunt and Victoria Capitan stand close by to dig. 
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“Vicious, Relentless, Tenacious” 

Captains Doug  Jordan, Trent Jordan, Lex  
Leonhardt, and Colton Blankenship led the 
Cougars against the rebellious Cokeville  
Panthers.  

Back Row: Coach Maendl, Trent Jordan, Jesse Brown, Lex Leonhardt, Michael Smith, Coleman Stan-
ger, Colton Blankenship, Sam Middlestadt, Nick Pince, Mathew Smith, Kyle Thoman, Doug Jordan, 
Coach Walker, and Shay Horton. Middle Row: Coach Ray, Marissa Stover, Marty Thoman, Randy 
Gerhardt, Josh O’Brien, Jalen Abeyta, Tim Maul, James Steinhoff, Jalen Friday, and Coach Sheets. 
Front Row: Sierra Collver, Kaiden Koenig, Ward Gordon, Joe Tidzump, Caiden Pfisterer, Dylan Coo-
per, and Anna Blankenship. 

Defenders sack a Burlington player during the 
homecoming game, which was one of the cold-
est games of the season.  

Coach Ray gets some advice from the 
booth as he helps the team regain focus 
during a troublesome game. Wyoming 
Indian continues to offer a hard-hitting 
rivalry.  
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For the past several years, the Cougar foot-
ball team has been stepping up and slowly 
gaining more skills and wins. For two years in 
a row, the team ended their season with a 8-2 
record, getting closer to the state champion-
ship each year. 

This year’s team went undefeated in the 
first weeks of the season. The opener had 
some scrimmages in the Thermopolis Jambo-
ree. The Cougars won both games that were 
played, and tied Big Piney. 

During the faceoff with Wyoming Indian, 
they thrashed the Chiefs in overtime beneath 
the lights of Ethete. The first half of the 
game the boys were down by two touch-
downs, but they rallied in the fourth quarter 
of the game and went home victorious. 

In the third week of competition, they 
played their longtime foe, Shoshoni, slaugh-
tering the Wranglers with the mercy rule in 
effect after halftime. Their persistence also 
allowed them to wrestle away a win from the 

Dubois Rams at an away game in the fourth 
week of play. 

The Rocky Mountain Grizzlies came to 
town next, and the “Cougs” smeared the 
Grizzlies in an intense triumph.   

Along with the freezing cold temperatures, 
the Cougars blew away the Huskies in the 
Homecoming game, gaining another victory. 

During the mid-October, they traveled to 
Cokeville for the fight of the season—the 
game that would decide who won confer-
ence. The Cougars fought all the way to the 
third quarter with a score of 0-0. In the last 
seconds of the game, Cokeville snuck 
through the defense to get the conference 
clenching touchdown, ending the game and 
the undefeated streak for the Cougars.  

For their last home game, the Cougars 
took on the Riverside Rebels in a bone-
chilling evening contest. Wind River beat the 
challengers, giving them the ticket for a 
home playoff game.   

The Cougs took on Lusk in the opener of 
the playoffs, and beat them in a home game 
during a windy Pavillion day. 

In the semi-finals of the playoffs, the boys 
drove the six-hour stretch to Yoder, and for 
the first time in school history, played against 
Southeast. Unfortunately they would unfor-
tunately go home with a loss from the Cy-
clones, ending their season.   

All in all, the team had one of the best 
seasons they have ever had thanks to the 
talent of the players. “They are a group of 
boys that worked extremely hard to over-
come a great deal of adversity and had great 
success,” said Coach Walker. 

    
    



Lex Leonhardt dodges past a Dubois defender at an away game.  
Lex’s nimble moves helped carry the Cougars to the win.  

Coleman Stanger and Sam Middestadt get ready for Ward 
Gordon to kick off the game against rival Shoshoni.  The Cou-
gars took this easy win with grace.  

Senior Trent Jordan runs the ball as he dodges a Dubois defender dur-
ing the away game where they took home the victory.  In the early por-
tion of the season, the Cougars would start 3-0 against the other county 
teams.  

Cougar Football ‘09 

Coach Walker rallies the boys during the last regular season 
home game against Riverside. Coach Walker was new this year 
to the football coaching staff, and brought in a fresh coaching 
perspective that was greatly needed and valued.      

“The last two seasons were wonderful; we went to 
semi-finals back to back.” 

                                                   -Joe Tidzump 

“The older players really helped us by giving us 
encouragement, and pushed us to help do what we 
didn't think we could do.” 
                                         -Kaiden Koenig 
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The Wind River Girls team improved 
tremendously over the past year with the 
help of their new Coach, Justin Walker. In 
the eight games before conference play, the 
girls only won two games, which happened 
to be with their rival, Dubois. From this, 
however, the girls learned that if they do 
not have all five of their teammates on the 
same level of intensity, they have to work 
twice as hard to succeed. 
    Since these games, the girls still haven't 
given up, and have made steps to a new 
beginning. They played Saratoga coming 
out of Christmas break, beating the Pan-
thers by 19. Many spectators were taken by 
surprise by how well the girls pulled them-
selves together for this easy victory.   
     Although the Lady Cougars had a tri-
umphant win, their next conference play 
was against the Wyoming Indian Chiefs, 
who beat them by 38 points. Without real-
izing it, the girls put a stop to the Chiefs’ 
scoring in the fourth quarter.  The Lady 

Cougars then traveled to Dubois for an-
other challenge against the Lady Rams. 
Struggling from the start, the girls stuck 
through, coming home with another vic-
tory against the team to the west. 
    One aspect of the game we often ignore 
is fan support. When the Lady Cougars 
competed against the Saratoga Panthers the 
second time, the fans rallied the team as 
the excitement increased. Their cheering 
helped the team bridge a 22-point deficit, 
and they came away with the win.   
    Although the girls had a better season 
than in the past, they came up slightly short 
to advance to the state playoffs. They en-
tered Regional's having to play the Grey-
bull Buffalos, taking a loss by 17.  This 
devastated some of the team, but taught 
everyone a valuable lesson: they need to 
come ready to play every game, every time, 
and next year we’re going to show them 
what we’re made of.  
  

 Cougar Girls Basketball ‘09 
One Step at a Time 
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Back: Coach Walker, Kelsi Davidson, Dalyn Grindle, Katelyn Downing, Tristan Yellowplume, Brett Groesbeck, Annawyn 
Blankenship, Darlee Hyatt, Taylor Hunt, Hailey Norris, Elley Votruba, Shantel Miller, and Coach Wells. Middle:  Assistant Coach 

Sheresa Kazee, Morgan Martinez, Chante Merrill, Kali Broncho, Verna Capitan, Shyrehrea  Medicinetop, Amanda C’Bearing, 
Lindsey  D’Andrea, Manager  Sloan Nordwick, and Tamara Lajeunesse. Front: Kaycee Whitt, Shay Nordwick, Bailey O’Neal, Laura 

Friday, Lisa Morgan, Victoria Capitan, and Stacie Tidzump.   



Victoria Capitan leaps for the ball during the girl’s first  
basketball game against the Burlington Huskies.         

Shay Nordwick uses her speed advantage to effectively defend against a Burlington 
point guard.  Having this talent, Shay helped the team in many ways during tough 
situations.     

Coach Walker sets his team down and explains what he wants them to do during 
the Wyoming Indian game.  It takes a team to succeed, and that’s what these girls 
have been working on with the help of their coaches. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

“My philosophy is that the past is the past, and the future 
holds a new beginning.  With much talent on this team, we 

will be able to overcome the bad habits that have taken 
place throughout recent years.”                        

                                           

                                                          -Coach Walker 

Lisa Morgan gets ready to pass the ball to an open 
player during the Kemmerer game.  Lisa improved 
tremendously on ball handling skills, and was able to 
see all the open players with ease.   
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Boys Basketball 2009/2010 
This year’s high school basketball season 

was full of new opportunities for the return-
ing boys. They experienced new coaches and 
had to adapt to the high-energy expectations 
of Coach Sheets and Coach Adams.   

The team minimized the learning curve 
and excelled from game one. Senior Nate 
LaJeunesse stated, “It was a tough season at 
the beginning, with new coaches and all but 
when we all got used to the new comers the 
season got rolling!”  

Whatever the case, it’s hard to deny that 
everyone has upped their game, challenging 
the younger players to grow as team. Coach 
Sheets says, “I was very pleased with how 
hard the boys played this year.  By the end 
of the year, we were a very tough team to 

play.  We played in the most difficult confer-
ence and region.  Placing 3rd at state was a 
great accomplishment for the boys and the 
team. 

 
“This season was full of ups and downs 

but ended up on top...the second team ever 
in the school history to take 3rd place.” 

-Lex Leonhardt 
 

“The progression that the team demon-
strated was phenomenal.  The challenges 
brought to the 2009-2010 season was diffi-
cult, but in the long run, made us a better 
team.”  

-Doug Jordan 
 

Back Row: Trent Jordan, Matthew Smith, Tyson Lonebear, Lex Leonhardt, Nate LaJeunesse, Nick Pince, Michael Smith, Jesse 
Brown, and Doug Jordan.  Second Row: Jalen Abeyta, Jestin Edmo, Ward Gordon, Shad Tibbs, Kaiden Koenig, Joe Tidzump.  
Bottom Row: Luke Bappe, Wallace Hill, Tanner Gilliland, Jordan C’Bearing, and Roger Wagon. 

While at State, Roger Wagon is given 
the chance to go in and finish the 
game.  Roger played a lot of varsity as 
a freshman. 
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During the game against Wyoming In-
dian, Michael Smith goes up for a block.  
Even though the boys lost, they still 
played a great game. 

Lex Leonhardt keeps a tight grip on the ball 
as he looks for an open teammate at the bas-
ket. The Cougars have used the coaches’ ad-
vice in practice as well as in games to run off 
with another win. 

Nate LaJeunesse concentrates on putting in 
his free throw during the 3rd place game at 
State. Throughout the season Nate had a high 
free-throw percentage.  

B

Kim Steinhoff, Coach Adams, Faith Hoffman, Jordan C’Bearing, Jalen Abeyta, Tyson Lonebear, Jesse Brown, Roger Wagon, Tanner 
Gilliland, Ward Gordon, and Joe Tidzump. Bottom Row: Nate LaJeunesse, Trent Jordan, Lex Leonhardt, Nick Pince, Michael Smith, Doug 
Jordan, Cory Albright, and Coach Sheets.  The boys secured the 3rd place trophy at State Basketball for 2009-2010 season. 



In a close match, Alex Collver looks to his corner. As a freshman, 
Alex did well considering his neck injury towards the end of the 
year. 

On the Edge of the Mat:  
Only the Strong Survive 

The Wind River Wrestling philosophy demands that wres-
tlers are dedicated to becoming successful individuals by com-
mitting themselves to be the best that they can become. With 
ups and downs during the season, the young Cougar team faced 
all sorts of challenges. From relatively little things, like drilling in  
practice, to larger barriers, such as going to some strange gym to 
compete on a rival’s mats, young and old alike had to learn to 
adapt to multiple obstacles.  

This year was unique as the team took on a task which 
most high school athletes do not try, in a situation not many 
would be unwilling to enter. They ran headfirst into a three-
month span of building muscle, limiting food intake, and strug-
gling with blood, sweat, and tears that not only blurs their vision 
occasionally obscured their goals.  

Dylan Cooper, a first-year wrestler, expressed, “Wrestling 
has shown me a sharper side of how committed someone has to 
be to accomplish something great.” Although “Dillbear” faced 
tough opponents, he still put forth his best effort, striving to 
come out on top.  

“Our wrestling philosophy continues to state that we will 
strive to fulfill out lifelong dreams while developing our abilities 
to the fullest. We’ve done this three ways: one, maintained a 
solid academic performance; two, wrestled with a tenacious 
commitment to mental fortitude; and three, be more physically 
prepared than our opponents. By challenging ourselves with the 
opportunities at hand, we hope to establish ourselves in a posi-
tion to excel in all areas of life. “ 

The Wind River wrestlers have put forth a hunger to get 
stronger and dominate on the mat. Alex Collver, a freshman, 
has excelled by finding a way to shut out the drama that some-
times plagues other sports and teams. This level of wrestling 
presents unique hardships, and Alex had to focus in order to 
drop weight classes — the 140s to the 135s. Although only part 

of the battle, this determination, coupled with his increasing 
talent helped him succeed in his first tournament by taking 4th in 
Greybull.  

Much of this year’s progress, however, could not have 
been accomplished without the help of the managers. Nikki 
Cooper and Sierra Collver stuck with the team through the long 
trips and tedious practices. Invaluable, the managers brought 
cohesion to the team, doing everything from carrying the medi-
cal kit, taking stats, and raising morale the when spirits were 
down.  

Although wrestling has weathered because of lost numbers 
its share of criticism over the years, at Wind River High School 
there will always be a team where only the strong survive.  
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“Wrestling isn’t for everyone . . . 
                                    then again, neither is the word ‘Warrior’”    
 

                                                                                                   -Anonymous   



Back Row: Coach Cunningham, Marty Thoman, Caiden Pfister, Kyle Thoman, Alex Collver, Dylan Cooper, 
Coach Horton; Front Row: Stetler Hopkin, Randy Gerhardt, James Steinhoff  

Initiating a standup to 
get away from his op-
ponent, Dylan Cooper 
escapes from a Jackson 
wrestler. Dylan has 
made major improve-
ments for the Cougars 
in the 112 pound 
weight class. 

Caiden Pfister and 
Alex Collver discover 
the true meaning of 
sacrifice during 
warm-ups. Never to 
be overlooked, 
stretching is a key 
ingredient  for avoid-
ing injuries and 
building flexibility.   

At the Don Runner, Marty Thoman performs a snap down in 
order to spin behind to score two points. With such a small 
team, Marty appreciated having his older brothers come up 
and help during practices. 

Coleman Stanger looks to his coaches while wrestling a 
Lingle opponent during the Wright Duals. Coleman went on 
to lose in overtime, 16-14, starting the off the new year three 
and one. 
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During the Roy Peck invitational in Riverton, Shantel Miller 
launches over her last flight of hurdles, pushing herself to 
the end of the 300 hurdles race. Shantel finished third in 
her heat and took eleventh overall. 

Pride Gained is Worth the Pain 

In an effort to beat their own times and the competition, 
Doug Jordan and Josh O’Brien blast out of their blocks to 
start the 110 meter hurdles.  

46 Track  

First Row: Kaiden Koneig, Eric Inman, Tim Maul, Matthew Smith, Stetler Hopkins, Jesse Brown, Tyson Lonebear, Doug Jordan, Nate LaJeunesse, 
Sam Middlestadt, Michael Smith, Lex Leonhardt, Ryan Weliever, James Steinhoff, Shay Horton, Jalen Abeyta, Jordan C’Bearing, Josh O’Brein. Sec-
ond Row: Justin Weir, Dylan Cooper, Katelyn Downing, Tamara LaJeunesse, Kim Steinhoff, Caitlin O’Brein, Delane King, Victoria Capitan, Dalyn 
Grindle, Annawyn Blankenship, Chante Merrill , Shanna Keysaw, Brandon Jennings, Pete Ouray. Third Row: Ward Gordan, Wallace Hill, Kali 
Bronco, Shantel Miller, Amanda C’Bearing, Morgan Martinez, Randi Campbell, Verna Capitan, Lindsey D’Andrea, Shay Nordwick, Tim Dwyer.  

The Cougar track team continues 
to live up to its promise, having now 
secured four Regional and three State 
titles in a row.  

Although the girls did not walk 
away with a State or Regional title, 
they worked together and drastically 
improved from previous years. The 
girls came in fourth at Regionals, 
within three points of third. Elley 
Votruba said, “Hopefully, we have 
some incoming hurdlers and long 
distance runners that will help us 
make up the difference.”  
    Both the 4 x 100 and the 4 x 400 
relay teams placed at Regionals and 
State. Lindsey D’Andrea, Shanna 
Keysaw, Randi Campbell, and Shay 
Nordwick set up a system of working 
on hand-offs and accelerations every 
night, and they surprised everyone at 
Regionals by taking second.       
Tamara LaJunesse and Katelyn 
Downing also earned high marks at  
Regionals and State. 

Starting the year with a strong 
team, the boys were well prepared to 
march towards victory. Several of the 
boys placed high in most of their 
events, ending the season with a   

Regional title and a State Champion-
ship. 

Senior Eric Inman dedicated him-
self to mastering his starts, which 
helped shave seconds off his sprints. 
He placed in all four of his events, 
including the 4 x 400 that took first 
at State.  

Doug and Trent Jordan continued 
their brotherly competition, battling 
each other in the hurdling events. 
Doug took first in both hurdle events 
with Trent close behind him. Michael 
Smith also kept the points coming in, 
placing second and third in his events 
during State.  

The 4 X 100 team of Ward Gor-
dan, Nate LaJeunesse, Trent Jordan, 
and Brandon Jennings placed fifth at 
State. Ward Gordan and Tyson 
Lonebear also took the lead in their 
jumping events, giving the Cougars 
depth and range in places where they 
needed points.   
      Although the team will be saying 
farewell to the seniors, new talent 
from incoming freshmen will posi-
tively affect everyone as they defend 
their legacy.  



After placing second and running their best time during Region-
als, Randi Campbell, Shanna Keysaw, Shay Nordwick, and 
Lindsey D’Andrea celebrate taking second in the 4 X 100 meter 
relay. The girls ended up taking fourth at State. 

Pushing through the pain, Eric Inman gives all he has left in order to stay in 
first place while running the 4 X 400 relay. Eric ran last for the boys team, and 
they finished first at State.  

Pushing themselves through a tight 800 meter run, Jesse Brown, 
Doug Jordan, and Michael Smith strain to keep their places in 
order to score points for the team at Regionals. The boys ended 
up with the Regional title for the fourth consecutive year. 

Flying through the air, Dalyn Grindle hangs from 
her leap in order to execute a perfect landing with 
her triple jump. Dalyn received praise this year for 
her major improvements in this event.  

During Regionals, Trent Jordan focuses while keep-
ing his speed to pull off a flawless hand-off with 
Brandon Jennings. Brandon played an important role 
in the 4 X 100 relay, tearing through the 
last leg of the race.  Track 47 



To practice action shots and better composition 
techniques, the yearbook staff took turns monkeying 
around the playground. Shay Nordwick and Lindsey 
D’Andrea didn’t mind repeat performances if their 
peers missed the first few runs. 

Yearbook Staff Unites 

Legendary for his uncanny ability to appear at the 
oddest moments, Pete Ouray takes a second to sell 
Katelyn Downing a yearbook. Like Santa Claus, he 
then found a way to reach all other classes within a 
single a day.  

It takes time, dedication, patience, 
and passion to make a great yearbook. 
Preschoolers to seniors have to be ap-
proached for interviews and quotes. 
Hundreds of pictures need to be 
combed over, and articles must be re-
vised dozens of times. But come May, 
we can happily say we recounted the 
year — and, for the first time, we were 
able to do so in color!  

This year we did a lot more than 
move out of the old publications 
space. We found a way to successfully 
host a new yearbook room within Mr. 
Sennett’s English class. With fresh 
equipment and a centralized hub, we 

were able to focus more on the annual 
itself, improving such aspects as pic-
ture quality and streamlined layout 
design. Moreover, we initiated an ad 
campaign and saw great support from 
a variety of local businesses and school 
programs.  

With the help of patient teachers, 
students, staff, parents, and commu-
nity members, the publication team 
has learned to capitalize on each 
other’s talents and strengths. And 
while we certainly have room to grow, 
the annual and its staff continue to get 
stronger every year. We hope you en-
joy.  

Senior Colton Blankenship eagerly snapped this shot of an elementary student at the 
safety fair if only so he could hurry up and take his turn on the 4-wheeler simulation.   

Kara Verley, Hadley Farwell, Chante Merrill, Keela Durako, Lindsey D’Andrea, Colton 
Blankenship, Shay Nordwick, Darlee Hyatt, Marissa Stover, Kaycee Whitt, Pete Ouray, 
Coleman Stanger, and Mr. Sennett. 
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Pete Ouray is trying to get a great shot. Different angles and positions make for 
interesting possibilities.  

Finding Their Edge in Color 

Pages by Keela Durako 

Keela Durako interviews 5th graders Gabrielle Cunningham 
and Jace Mitchell. They talked about what they liked about 
school before asking if they could take some photos of their 
own.   

In phrase three of “How to Take an Action Shot,” Marissa 
Stover sinks a layup while Shay and Lindsey experiment 
with the light settings. If yearbook looks like all fun and 
games, just remember how long the winter can be.  

Familiar faces Darlee Hyatt and Kara Verley scour the hallways for 
impromptu photo opts. As the staff can attest, being in the right place 
at the right time can be instrumental to capturing the best shots.  
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Mr. Jenks takes a moment to tell the story 
his team created during the back-to-school 
ice breaker for the faculty. 

Ms. Garcia interacts with her freshman class in a game called Zing. She does this to get 
them ready for their performance in front of their classmates.  

Staff Candids 

Val Borgan helps out in the kitchen to  
provide the school with lunch.  

    This year the staff was asked help re-
vise its mission statement, revamping its 
commitment of providing students the 
opportunity to develop skills and friend-
ships that will help them succeed in the 
rapidly changing 21st century.  
    One of the greatest shifts has come in 
the form of professional developments, 
dovetailing teacher and student interests 
to meet everyone's needs — at least 
within the five-year target plan.  
    Finding a way to efficiently improve 
skills is instrumental to making Wind 
River the best it can be. Since no one 
stops when the last bell rings, and most 
of the students and teachers are involved 
in extra-curricular activities, discovering 
creative ways to maximize time is some-
thing our district is known for.  
    As an educational community, com-
prising of staff, parents, and students, we 
are committed to the belief that students 
perform best within a classroom or on 

the playing field when learning is highly 
interactive. It stimulates thinking, and it 
encourages independence. This is our 
mission — that is who we are and what 
we are about!  

Mrs. Schweigert and her music classes 
like to jam out whenever they can. Mrs. 
S. is excited to be the music teacher for 
the K-8 grade levels. 

Mrs. Adams, the elementary art teacher, 
shows kids how to make family crests.  
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Mr. Chatfield helps a student with a piece of work in 
Woods class. Mr. Chatfield also guides students while 
selling their wooden creations to the surrounding  
community. 

As the Spirit Club leader, Mrs. 
Devoss helps fill students with 
school spirit. Ms. Devoss has 
done an outstanding job  
boosting Cougar pride.  

Mr. Gosnell explains to his Forensics 
class the details of pulling fingerprints. 
Taping prints without smudging takes 
some practice. 

Taking the Staff… 

Taking one for the team, Mr. Sennett biffs it 
off the slide to illustrate the principle of 
being in the right place at the right time for 
action shots. The yearbook staff was happy 
to photograph his digger.  

Mrs. Pattison emphasizes correct punctuation for the kindergarteners. Notice Andrea 
Clark’s high-energy follow through as she practices with her teacher. Or maybe everyone’s 
just surprised to see 6’5” giant, Colton Blankenship, taking photos of the smallest kids in 
the school.  

Over   the  Edge 

Pages by Keela Durako 
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Taking Expectations to the Edge 

The Wind River Staff 

52 Staff Mug Shots 

James Cunningham-Industrial Technology 
Shelly Devoss-Math & Science 

Misty Dooley-Bus Driver 
Sue Downham-Special Education 

Jennifer Cambell-Math 
Holly Caproni– MS/HS Aide 

Kiley Chatfeild-Industrial Technology 
Kathleen Cooper-Elementary Aide 

Rich Johnson-Lights On Coordinator 
Nancy Jones– Instructional Facilitator 

Susan Kisling– MS/HS Secretary 
Andy Maendl-HS Aide 

Jo Hartman-5th Grade 
Christina Hutchinson-Special Education 

Brenda Hyatt-Special Education 
Charles Jenks-Special Education/Social Studies 

Julie Fiebiger-PE/Health 
Matt Frazier-Vocational Agriculture/FFA 

Dirk Gosnell-Science 
Malinda Garcia-English/Drama 

Amber Adams- Elementary Art/Special Education 
Cheryl Arrington-Elementary Aid 

Albert Booky-Technology Coordinator 
Brady Campbell-HS Choir/Spanish 



 

Margaret Shaw-Social Worker/Guidance Councilor 
Beau Sheets-MS Math 
Deb Smith-HS/MS Special Education 
Marion Smith-MS/HS Aid 

Dan Sperry-School Resource Office 
Dennis Vandenbos-Science 
Amanda Walker-MS  Language Arts 
Justin Walker-PE/Health 

Rosanne Riley-MS Science 
Shelia Schmidt-4th Grade 
Jennifer Schucker-1st Grade 
Ryan Sennett-English/Publications 

Bret Morris-Social Worker 
Pepper Ottman-Elementary Aide 
Kathy Pince-MS/HS Secretary 
Dick Quayle-Social Studies 

Ceatris Wall-MS/HS Principal 
Dianna Weilever-MS/HS Library Aide 
Becky Wiblemo-3rd Grade 
Nancy Woolery-Elementary Library 

The staff gets together before the 2009-2010 year starts. In 
photo, Brett Morss is talking about little Bretty Wetty who 
just had an “accident” on the bus. Mrs. Clapp tries to control 
her laughter before presenting their story to the audience. 

Mrs. Henry 
shows her  
cooking class 
how to prepare 
a Thanksgiving 
feast. Her two 
cooking classes 
and some of the 
school staff ate 
wonderful origi-
nal recipes pre-
pared by the 
students and 
Mrs. Henry.  

Pages by: 
Keela Durako 
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   Eighth Grade Rises Up 
The Edge of Middle School: 

What other grade allows you to 
debate the pros and cons of slavery, 
make rocks out of play-dough, and 
participate in FFA? Eighth grade is 
interesting because the students are 
old enough to wrestle with difficult 
conversation yet young enough to 
avoid being locked into a rigid mind-
set.  

In the core class, the kids simu-
lated the slavery debates of the 19th 
century, pressuring both sides to un-
derstand and defend multiple per-
spectives before deciding “right” or 
“wrong.” Mr. Adams enjoyed the 
chance to stretch their thinking be-
yond knee-jerk reactions, forcing the 
presenters to truly justify their rea-
soning.  

English class built off this work, 
taking the class through difficult is-
sues raised in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The 
Great Gatsby. This text was combined 
with other literature of this time pe-
riod, and meshed well with a unit on 
the Harlem Renaissance team-taught 
by Mrs. Walker and Mr. Adams.   

In Mrs. Riley’s science class, they 
studied the formation of different 
rocks and minerals before moving on 
to plate tectonics and how they can 
cause earthquakes. Although not 
every eighth grader may see the con-

nection yet, the pre-algebra intro-
duced in Mr. Sheets’ math course 
may be instrumental if the students 
want to go further in science.    

Outside of core classes, the stu-
dents were lucky to have Ag classes 
for the first time. They built small 
toolboxes, learned about FFA, and 
studied plant and animal science. 
Eighth grade FFA members partici-
pate in many FFA events such as la-
bor auctions and community service.  

Combined with music, art, com-
puters, and P.E. it is difficult to argue 
that the students at the top of the 
middle school did not have a produc-
tive year.  

 56  8th Grade 

Macayla Arrington presents her Science Fair project 
at Regional Science Fair at CWC. Macayla earned her 
way to State Science Fair.  

Joe Lupher and his classmates concentrate on improving their writing skills in a week-long 
workshop in Mrs. Walker’s class. All eighth graders wrote short stories  and they were better 
writers after the workshop. 

Eighth graders construct a poster 
advertising their Harlem Renaissance 
Fair. 

Lawry Johnson helps Mrs. Walker out by edit-
ing another student’s writing during a writing 
workshop. 

Grace Kinder sings at a middle 
school choir concert. She  enjoys 
singing for fun.  
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Jason Ankrom 
Ashley Aragon 
Macayla Arrington 
Dylan Blankenship 
Shaylee Cunningham 

Katelynn Davis 
Tyler Degraw 
Jonah Dwyer 
Shelby Eckley 
Ashley Giles 

Danielle Giles 
Megan Giles 
Tayler Gordon 
Tia Hampton 
Dustin Hunt 

Lawry Johnson 
Lydia Johnson 
Chelsea Keysaw 
Grace Kinder 
Ben Lajuenesse 

Zachary Lindstadt 
Dylan Lookingbill 
Richard Lundberg 
Joe Lupher 
Andrew Murdock 

Jordan O’Neal 
Dalton Perkins 
Samuel Plush 
Clayton Reinick 
Tyler Rupe 

R.J. Seaman 
Jaxon Sorensen 
Tanner Stover 
Tori Thoman 
Josee Vogel 

Marc Warren 
Not Pictured: 
Garrett Alex 
Darby Wright 

“The eighth graders are funny, cute, and at times  
mischievous. I will really miss them when they go to high 
school.”       
       -Mrs. Lindblad 



Next In Line: 
Making it to the top 
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Megan Bolte 
Cole Bossert  

Kaleb Bringolf 
Ambrielle Brown 

Robert Buline 
 
 

 
Shepp Campbell 

Jessica Degraw 
Travis Fagan 

Marcus Griebel 
J.D. Grindle 

 
 
 

 
 

Nessa Hill 
Kristopher Justice 

Alexandra Kini  
Cheyenne Longtine 

Darcey Maddock 
 
 

 
 

Jordon Martin 
Johnny Martinez 

Abbey Maxheimer 
Marci Medicine Top 

Brody Miller 
 
 
 
 
 

Melinda Nading 
Russel Naef 

Jack Noe 
Lane O’Neal 

Colton Pierce 
 
 
 
 

Morgan Sperry 
Aspen Stagner 
Colton Supino 

Ryan Whitehurst  
Chesnie Whitlock 

 

09’-10’ 

Not  Pictured: 
Daren Wheelan 



Seventh grade is the time where students have be-

come familiar with changing from a variety of classes 

and having many different teachers.  The projects they 

do during the year are energetic and educational, adding 

a little life to the day rather than being bogged down 

with paper work.  

A fun activity the students participated in involved 

balloons in science class.  The question this experiment 

was based on was “What effects the growth of yeast?”  

After various attempts on  finding which material would 

most drastically change the yeast, sugar proved victori-

ous over salt. 

During Mrs. Walker’s English class, the children 

were instructed to build incredible, life-sized cutouts of 

characters in the novel The Traitor, written by Laurence 

Yep.  The importance of this was to illustrate how the 

characters changed over the plot of the book, and it al-

lowed the kids to shift away from just taking notes into a 

more visual way of learning.  

Whether they were cutting it up at the school 

dances, or putting their best foot forward in sports, this 

group of middle schoolers has shown that they have an 

edge up on the competition. 

Russel Naef awaits for the 
flame to engulf the rest of 
the firewood in order to 
roast marshmallows.  This 
was a once in a school year 
opportunity where the 
students had the opportu-
nity to make s’mores dur-
ing an all-staff remediation 
day. 

Brody Miller and Colton Pierce show their mischievous side with 
the spray bottle at Friday school while catching up on their art 
work.  Optional Friday school days are very helpful, especially 
when a student misses a lot of school. 

Ambrielle Brown focuses on beating her personal record in the 
cup stacking tournament.  Her devotion to the sport can be shown 
by the purple “Sport Stacking Rocks” apparel. 

Colton Supino gets creative as he and Johnny Martinez decide to 
display a little hilarity during the middle school dance using props 
to go along with the “fairy tale” theme.  The middle school dances 
are a great way to spend time with friends and socialize. 7th Grade 59 



 Expectations and responsibilities grow after the 

transition from elementary to middle school.  Students are 

introduced to a new school and new people.  

 Being in a new setting with a variety of age groups 

allows for  a more diverse environment for the students.  

This change helps them adapt to different people and a 

more serious educational schedule while still having fun and 

not worrying so much about the future. 

 Unlike elementary school, students in the 6th grade 

have the privilege of playing in middle school sports, in-

creasing the range of skills they can acquire.  

 Coy Carrol is a hard-working student who men-

tioned that “the biggest change from elementary to the mid-

dle school was the getting to class and work in on time.”  

Having some added responsibility to their lives helps these 

young adults mature as people in an ever-changing society. 

 Making Their Mark: 
                       The Sixth Grade Shows Who They Are 

The middle school music classes begin to learn how to play the recorder. Missy War-
ren and Maye Hopkins show newfound skills that incorporate different styles into 
their  performance. 

Singing Ouray, Kali Keene, and Bryce Hankins find their drama legs 
as they act out various scenes of The Odyssey.  This activity is to help 
the students further understand Greek mythology. 

Cora Johnson takes on the challenge of becom-
ing the fastest cup stacker in Pavillion. Cup 
stacking is a fun, hands-on activity for Wind 
River’s elementary and middle school students. 

“My sixth grade year was an amazing experience. I believe that I 

have learned a lot from all the classes, and had fun spending time 

with friends.”                                              

                  -Zak Rose 
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Chance Ames 
Coy Carroll 
Ta Lynn Colman 
Cory Cress 
Lincoln David 

Michael Gerhardt 
Bryce Hankins 
Tapaynga Hill 
Jasmine Hood 
Maye Hopkin 

Cora Johnson 
Kali Keene 
Drew Koenig 
Marissa Lindley 
Cara Longtine 

Megan Longtine 
Morgan Marshall 
Michi McSwain 
Haley Meeks 
Deni Lou Nicholls 

Singing Ouray 
Keanan Pfisterer 
Tia Pierce 
Zak Rose 
Jancy Sorenson 

Kit Vogel 
Shelley Warren 
Bailey Wilson 
Dustin Woods 

Chance Ames and Haley Meeks focus on looking at an interac-
tive website full of information about rocks.  These two stu-
dents are looking forward to their middle and high school 
years. 

The middle school dance 
takes a slow turn of events 
to let the dancers work on 
their two-step. Although 
neither student is garbed in 
“fairy-tale” attire, Kali 
Keene and Cory Cress en-
joyed the creative theme of 
the night.    
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Not pictured: Jamal Tarness 



Back: Vanessa Hill, Bailey Wilson, Cheyenne Longtime, Megan 
Bolte, Alex Kini, Tapanynga Hill, Singing Ouray. Middle Back: 
Cara Longtime, Ambrielle Brown, Jessica Degraw, Marcialyn 
Medicine Top, Cora Johnson. Front: Maye Hopkin, Megan Long-
time, Tia Pierce. Floor: Kati Keene, Kit Vogel, Deni Lou Nicholls  

Rising Above: On the Edge of Victory 

Back: Megan Giles, Jordan O’Neal, Katelynn Davis, Macayla Ar-
rington, Lydia Johnson. Middle: Aspen Stagner, Darcey Maddock, 
Shaylee Cunningham, Danielle Giles. Bottom: Josee Vogel, Tayler 
Gordon, Tory Thoman. Not pictured: Grace Kinder 

Jancy Sorensen moves the ball down the 
court during the B team game against Sho-
shoni. 

Grace Kinder goes for a great pass during a 
middle school volleyball game. 

MS Volleyball, Basketball, and Track 

Lydia Johnson passes the ball during one of 
the many hard working practices.  Lydia is 
one of the older players that guide and lead 
the team through the season this year.  

Alex Kini looks for the open pass during the game. 

 “The season was very fun and we grew as a team.  I hope to im-
prove in high school and go to state as a team.” 
     -Macayla Arrington 
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Back: Cora Johnson, Deni Lou 
Nicholls, Tory Thoman, Lydia Johnson, 
Taylor Gordon, Katelynn Davis, 
Macayla Arrington, Josee Vogel, Kit 
Vogel, Bailey Wilson, Cheyenne Long-
time, Coach Garcia . Middle: Singing 
Ouray, Aspen Stanger, Megan Longtime, 
Alex Kini, Haley Meeks, Kali Keene, 
Shaylee Cunningham, Darcey Maddock, 
Nessa Hill, Jessica Degraw. Front: Ma-
rissa Lindley, Jasmine Hood, Maye Hop-
kin, Morgan Marshall, Jancey Soren-
sen,Chelsea Keysaw, Marci Medician 
Top, Cara Longtime.  

Back: Lawry Johnson, Morgan Sperry, Dalton Perkins, R.J Seaman, Brody Miller, Tyler Rupe, Shepp 
Campbell, J.D Grindle, Joe Lupher, Dylan Lookingbill, Zachary Lindstadt, Jonah Dwyer, Drew Koenig, 
Kristopher Justice, Ryan Crabtree Front Back: Johnny Martinez, Chance Ames, Cory Cress, Lane 
O”NealZak Rose, J.J Seaman,   Middle: Alex Kini, Megan Bolte, Darcey Maddock, Lydia Johnson, Tori 
Thoman, Josee Vogel, Taylor Gordon, Kit Vogel, Kali Keene, Shaylee Cunningham, Aspen Stanger, 
Cheyenne Longtine, Front: Nessa Hill, Gabrielle Cunningham, Maye Hopkin, Megan Longtine, Cara 
Longtine, Singing Ouray, Cora Johnson, Shandi Nacota, Mackayla Smith.   

Kali Keene paces herself during the 
sprint at one of the competitions 
that the middle school team at-
tended.   

Taylor Gordon leaps over the hurdle during 
the Ft. Washakie track meet, where the girls 
team would take 2nd place.   

Tory Thoman hands off the baton to a team mate Taylor Gordon 
during the meet at Ft. Washakie.  The seventh and eighth grade 
team would overall take 2nd place in the meet.    

“We all worked 
well in our events, 
even if we didn't 
always want to be 
in them.  I think 
that the coaches did 
that, so we would 
develop and fight 
through our weak-
nesses, and also get 
higher team points 
overall.” 
         -Josee Vogel 
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Back row (left to right): Coach Cunningham, Zach Lindstadt, Dustin Hunt, Clayton Reinick, Joe Lupher, Tyler Rupe, Shepp Campbell, Earl 
Blankinship, Brody Miller, R.J. Seamen, Sam Plush, Coach Quayle Middle row: Zack Rose, Jaxson Sorensen, Richard Lundberg, Dylan Looking-
bill, Jack Noe, Tyler Degraw, Lawry Linblad, Tanner Stover, J.D. Grindle, Drew Koenig, Travis Fagan Front row: Lane O’Neal, Lincoln David, 
Johnny Martinez, Kris Justice, Russel Naef, Jason Ankrom, Jordan Martin, Robert Buline, Cory Cress, Ben LaJeunesse. 

Middle School Sports: Playmakers of Tomorrow  

M.S. Boy Sports 64 

Wrestling Back Row: (left to right) :J.J Sea-
man, Keanan Pfisterer, Jason Ankrom, Zak 

Rose, Lawry Linblad, Chase Ames, Tyler De-
graw, Coach Maendl, Gabby Cunningham,  

E.J. Devoss, 
 

 Front Row (left to right): Jack Noe, Dylan 
Lookingbill, Dalton Perkins, J.D. Grindle, 

Brody Miller, Clayton Reinick, R.J. Seaman.  

Back Row (left to right) : Coach Quayle, J.D. Grindle, R.J. Seaman, Sam Plush, Shepp Campbell, Joe Lupher, Clayton Reinick, 
Dustin Hunt, Dylan Lookingbill, Coach Fiebieger Middle Row: Johnny Martinez, Lincoln David, Drew Koenig, Ben LaJeunesse, 
Lawry Linblad, Tanner Stover, Bryce Hankins, Chance Ames, Front Row: Jason Ankrom, Marc Warren, Zak Rose, Marcus Griebel, 
Lane O’Neal, Robert Buline, Corey Cress.  



With a killer jump shot, Joe Lupher aims to 
score on the Dubois defender. Joe demon-
strated leadership throughout the year and 
was awarded All-Conference. 

Throughout the year, the middle 

school discovered a variety of ways to  

show off their developing skills during 

their limited seasons.  

With the opportunity to try all 

four sports, many middle schoolers 

are participating in organized team 

sports for first time. 

Some make this transition quite 

easily, seeming almost natural on the 

field, court, mat, or track. Others have 

a more difficult time forging ahead, 

learning from a number of mistakes 

before perfecting their technique and 

learning what it means to be a well-

rounded competitor.  

Sixth grader Bryce Hankins  

claims that he had the hardest time 

getting used to “The plays and re-

membering what to accomplish in the 

games,” while 7th grader, Lane 

O’Neal, expressed that, “The toughest 

part adapting to the A-team was the 

nervousness and improving my left 

hand layup.”  

Coach Fiebieger shared that she 

was very impressed with the boys’ 

ability to be coachable and that they 

were easy to teach the fundamentals 

of the game , something they proved 

while beating Fort Washakie at con-

ference to take third.   

Overall the competitive edge that 

the sports offer is a way for young 

athletes to try their hardest and suc-

ceed.  

Going  into a layup, Zach Lindstadt ze-
roes in on his ultimate goal — another 
basket. Wind River took third at Confer-
ence.   
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At the Fort Washakie Invite, the Wind 
River boys literally ran away with the title. 
Kris Justice is spotted here running the  
second leg on the 4 x 200 team.  

Shepp Campbell powers through sev-
eral tacklers trying to get the first down. 
Wind River went on and rolled through 
Shoshoni.  

The Edge of Being Semi-Pro 

Dalton Perkins shoots a half-nelson on 
his Shoshoni opponent. With his leader-
ship, the middle school squad won the 
conference title. 



 

Growing  
 Up 
   Has  
    Never 
     Been  
       So 
        Much 
          Fun! 

Demonstrating Cougar pride in front of the fire truck, Julia Smith, Jade Ann Carroll, Russell Sullivan, Josie Oldman, Ta-
neica Warren, Renea Mitchell, Brodie Pierce, Zack Tingle, and Jonathan ThunderHawk confidently share their new 
safety knowledge and accompanying prizes with the yearbook staff. All agreed that the day was a blast.   
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Caleb Abbot, Andrea Clark, and Zylance Lane get a tour around various booths set up 
at the bike rally. They particularly enjoyed Trent Jordan’s assistance as they flung  
themselves out of the burning “bounce house” as they scrambled to safety.   



 

Elementary                

In a cup stacking prac-
tice session, Mekenzie 
Gaudern, Eddie 
Hinojosa, Calyn O’Neal, 
and Kierra Griffin work 
to improve their skills. 
The kids have fun  
racing to see who can 
stack the fastest.  

Jaden Miller practices how to bail out of a win-
dow in case of a fire. He concentrated on how to 
get out quickly and safely.  

Zack Tingle peeks into the fire truck to see what the inside looks like. He 
was impressed by how many storage 

School 
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5th Grade on the March  

Ronnie Reece 
Terrance Richard 

J. J. Seaman 
Gilbert Shotgun 
Mackayla Smith 

 

Grady Eckley 
Johnny Fenton 

Hannah Hegwer 
Ben Hoopengarner 

Danyka Ingalls 
  

Ryan Jordan 
Trevor Keysaw 

Delayna Loveland 
Renee Martinez 

Tristin Miller 
 

Jace Mitchell 
Shandi Nacota 

Shoshanna Norris 
Marcus Oldman 
Nicholas Plush 

Mariah Smith 
Lindsey Taylor 
Aneesa Tibbs 

Taylor Tidzump 
Legrand Douglas Willow 

Mason Bolte 
Ryan Crabtree 

Gabrielle Cunningham 
E.J. Devoss 

Casey Dwyer 
 

Leaving Our Mark 
Not Pictured: 

Antonio Magana 
Destiny Mills 

Johanna Thunderhawk 
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In the 5th grade, information is 
heaped upon you to prepare for the 
change to middle school. Math, espe-
cially, seems to be an important part of 
this monumental transition. The students 
are practicing multiplication and prime 
numbers, complimenting what they 
memorize with interactive games to test 
their growth.  

English is also an integral part of 5th 
grade. Teachers seek to improve the stu-
dents language arts skills, including com-
prehension, vocabulary, and spelling. 

With reading out loud to the class, spell-
ing tests, and other assignments, the stu-
dents build the foundation they will need 
at higher levels. 

In behavior skills, students practice 
their teamwork. By combining the two 
classes, and pairing up, teachers also 
have students rely on their lockers in-
stead of leaving their belongings in the 
classroom. Turning in their assignments 
is also stressed, in order to push self-
reliance and responsibility.  

  

When asked, students seemed ex-
cited about going into middle school. A 
few sounded nervous about it, but ex-
citement was the dominant emotion.  

Legrand Douglas Willow and Hannah Hegwer work at their frac-
tions. The two 5th grade classes combine to practice their teamwork 
and math skill partner games in preparation for middle school chal-
lenges.   

Mariah Smith and Trevor Keysaw practice their teamwork 
after volunteering to be partners. They helped each other 
with their fractions in math.  

John Seaman and Jace Mitchell practice measuring each other. 
The class took turn measuring each others hands, arm, and 
finger for math. 
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“I love doing science experi-
ments with levers and pulleys to 

test weight. I like to learn about his-
tory, too; learning about the wars is 

my favorite.” 
               -Ben Hoopengarner 



Mario C’Bearing practices his shuffling 
skills while waiting for the class to finish 
their project. Finding ways to have pro-
ductive fun during free time is a skill that 
can separate the weak from the strong.    

Reaching New Heights 

Vinnie Dolbow gets ready to make his 
mark during the cup-stacking finals.  
Four other schools from Fremont 
County participated as well in this  
one-day event.   

A group of fourth graders use the latest tech-
nology to capture the first moments of Mr. 
Lundberg’s baldness. Mr. Lundberg lost a bet 
to the whole elementary school, and his pun-
ishment was shaving his head. 

The fourth grade of 2009-2010 are 

very sociable, but when it comes down 

to it, they know what it means to work.    

They tend to like more hands-on activi-

ties, like science class where they are 

able to connect with the projects they 

work on.  

Their mathematic skills escalated 

throughout the year by mastering the 

multiplication tables and adding divi-

sion to the mix.   

The playground was a never end-

ing adventure for these kids as well. 

When they heard that bell for recess, it 

was like seeing a different side of each 

of them, as they experimented with all 

sorts of new games — both organized 

and chaotic.  

Playing cards was extremely 

popular in this group of children. One 

could see football cards, Pokémon, 

Magic the Gathering, and several other 

types. 

 These novices always kept their 

heads up, learning to take on the world 

one step at a time with their sights set 

on the future.  

Fourth Grade Strives for 

Excellence 
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Makayla Strahle focuses through the  
rambunctiousness of her classmates in order to 
finish her writing assignment.  

Colton Anderson 
Kodi Anesi 
Joseph Bobnick 

Layne Sanderson 
Makayla Strahle 
Heaven Warren 
Royal Wells 
Jordin Williams 

Kaylyn Lundberg 
Daniel Medicinetop 
Cole Nelson 
Samuel Perkins 
Klayton Rose 

Jorden James 
Alison Johnson 
Justin Johnson 
Christina Kampman 
Natasha Lookingbill 

Alex Franck 
Xavier Getzfried 
Darrell Greer 
Skylar Hall 
Hunter Hampton 

Mario C’Bearing 
Kirsys Campbell 
Vinnie Dolbow 
Jace Dooley 
Jaylynn Fightingbear 

“The fourth graders are creative and sharp thinkers, who are 

enthused about learning and try to do their best.” 

    -Mrs. Schmidt 
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Jessie  Becker 
Ryan Becquer 
Trista Blowers 

Nathan  Burnett 
Madi David 

Abby Philleo 
Alexis Snyder 

Brendan Sperry 
Harley Spicer 

Carson Stansfield   

Ashley Kirby 
Devon Longtine 

Justin Martin 
Owen McAdams 
Jordan Memering 

Morgan Miller 
Justin Mitchell 

Kimberly Mitchell 
Calyn O’Neal 

Quintin Pearce 

Zane Taylor 
Briahna Terry 
Dakota Tibbs 

Yvonne Willow 
Lillian Woods 

Mekenzie Gaudern 
Kierra Griffin 

Eddie Hinojosa 
Duane Ingalls 

Madison Jordan    

Coloring Outside the Lines  

               Being Themselves 
 

 While Being Their Best 
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The third grade began the year with 

highly engaging activities. Some of the 

kids had a favorite subject at the begin-

ning, English often being in the most 

popular.  

In English they worked on the writ-

ing process, using bubble maps and 

other creative organizers to develop 

more sophisticated thought. 

In math came the introduction of 

the times tables. Kids were asked to 

apply their skills to more advanced 

problems, and they got to test each 

other with flash cards while working in 

pairs.   

     Later in the year they had a special 

guest speaker, Pam Flowers. She 

walked the Appalachian Trail, over 

2,000 miles with her dog. The students 

learned that it is better to walk with 

someone or something because animals 

can help pack supplies, notice danger 

before it becomes a problem, and sim-

ply provide companionship.  

     Overall, the year illustrated a lot of 

growth and fun was had by all. Next 

year promises even more accomplish-

ments, and the students are prepared to 

march onto fourth. 

Harley Spicer starts the “1-10-1” at the 
end of the cup stacking cycle.  Her speed 
has improved with every run that she has 
made. 

Jordan Memering starts the cup stacking 
cycle with the “3-3-3.” He shows Ms. 
Fiebiger that he knows how to start the 
cycle.  

Houston Antone hides behind Carson  
Stansfield while they wait for the head 
shaving to begin. Mr. Lundberg lost a bet 
and had his head shaved because the kids 
made the goal of books to read.  

Achieving Greatness 

Owen McAdams is in his best stance for the folk-style State Tournament in 
Casper. He went into the champion round for true second and placed 3rd. 
Owen has been in wrestling for five years now, and this is what he waits for 
during the school year. 
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Devyn Antone  
Savannah Ameach 

Jade Barrett 
Trejon Black Elk 

Jade Bondley 

 

Luke Dwyer 
Taylor Gibson 

Zeb Harper 
Addie Hegwer 

Sam Hegwar 
 

Reata Hindman 
Elizabeth Hopkin 

Ellie Jones 
Elese Lundberg 
Alisa MacHado 

Renea Mitchell 
Josephine Oldman 

Taylor Pattison 
Brodie Pierce 

Josie Rose 

Discovering New Worlds 
The second graders discover new worlds by exploring 

a variety of areas.  From learning about King Tut’s reign, 

to studying the eruption of Mount Saint Helens, these 

youngsters seem curious about everything.  One of the 

kids, Sean White said, “Yeah, I like coloring King Tut’s 

tomb.  It looks awesome when we draw.”  Mrs. Gomendi 

had a fun way for all the kids to learn by letting them draw 

King Tut’s tomb the way they wanted.  “This is a good 

way to keep all the kids interested because they are using 

their own creativity,” she said.  

During the year students did a unit on volcanoes.  

Andrea  Dolbow excitedly exclaimed, “I want to see one 

erupt someday.”  All of the kids seemed to have a lot of 

fun with the discussions about weather and the fact that 

none of them were born when the volcano last erupted. 

Throughout the year, the kids have continued learning 

about other cultures, especially in music class where they 

were introduced to world instruments. All seem excited 

for the years to come.  
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Katelynn Strahle 
Russel Sullivan 
Brody Tatro 
Schyler Terry 
Braxton Tidzump 

Zack Tingle 
Kage Vogel  
Veronica Ward 
Taneica Warren 
Sean White 
(Below Left) 
Savana Whitehurst 

Mindy Russell 
Skye Sanderson 
Jordyn Schmuck 
Julia Smith 
Broox Sorensen 

Brody Tatro and other sec-
ond graders scaled the 
climbing wall in P.E. class. 
Climbing is one of the many 
interesting physical  educa-
tion activities offered by the 
elementary. 

One Day at a Time 

(Top) Josie Rose prepares 
to answer a reading ques-
tion about St. Patrick's Day.  
(Bottom) Brody Pierce 
shows off some Monday 
Night Fever during an im-
promptu display of school 
spirit.  

Luke Dwyer finds shelter in the pages of a book. The second 
grade is famous for finding creative uses for conventional learning 
materials.  
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Where It All Starts: Preschool, Kindergarten, 1st Grade 

Kindergartener Wyatt McOmie 
colors his book about bugs in Mrs. 
Nicholls reading group. 

Preschooler Taylor plays house with friends 
during free time while dressed up as a firefighter.   

First graders Iva Patrick and Colter Coll-
ver listen to Mrs. S. intently during class 
while answering questions she asked them 
about the topic.  

 Jaden Miller plays with the different colored cars 
and boats.  His favorite part of school is recess 
and playing with friends.    

Mrs. Schucker reads to the class during story 
time.  The kids got into the book after a 
lively discussion.  

Madison Bolte listens to Mrs. 
Pattison while they sound out 
the words using slinkys.  

When first starting school, children 
begin learning shapes, colors, numbers, 
letters and other basic building blocks of 
their educational foundation.  

In preschool, they are learning how 
to clean up and do things immediately 
when asked, as well as how to socialize 
with other children their age.  

Preschool gives children the chance 
to make friends, and begin to assert their 
independence. They learn activities of 
daily living, such as hand-washing and 
dressing for the occasion. 

In kindergarten, they are beginning 
the steps to writing, reading, and math. 
To practice math skills, they use different 

polygons.  “I like to learn with the poly-
gons the most,” says Aubrey Naef.  They 
are also learning how to sound out words 
in addition to identify the word sounds.   

In the first grade class, they read and 
discuss books, applying the lessons 
learned to real life situations, attacking 
such issues as bulling, playing nicely, and 
the importance of team work.  

  Colter Collver thought that in one 
book the reason a kid was picking on an-
other was because he might not have any 
friends. Recognizing solutions, or reasons 
behind behavior, is a goal with the teach-
ers and parents. 

The first graders use the books to 

learn a variety of useful information in-
cluding sight words and pronunciation. 

They are supposed to learn seventy 
words by the end of first grade.  Some of 
the words that they are learning are col-
ors, food, and nouns.  

  After they go through filling out the 
words on their note cards with colors and 
shapes to help them, they move on into 
groups and play activities with the terms.  
They do this activity often.                
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Caleb Abbott 
Tyrel Blowers 
Madison Bolte 
Summer Bondley 
Landen Brownlee 
Averey Burnett 
Kaden Chatfield 

Andrea Clark 
Cade David 
Annaliesa Friday 
Bailey Grant 
Tucker Hardcastle 
Reece Hindman 
Calder Johnson 

Zylance Lane 
Brayden Leonhardt 
Wyatt McOmie  
Jaden Miller 
Aubrey Naef 
Hunter Pattison 
Stran Peck 

Shawn Reid 
Joshuah Rose  
Alex Smith 
Dixon Sorensen 
Ty Taylor 
Keara Thoman 
Tanna Wagner 

Charlie Willow 
Shelby Ames 
Cole Barrett 
Hadlee Becker 
Iva Brewbaker 
Cadence Campbell 
Colter Collver 

Harlie Hardcastle 
Patrick Jacobson 
Nakoya Kampman 
Kaden Keysaw 
Zaylee Lane 
Carissa Lindley 
Charlie Schmuck 

Hailey Spray 
Stockman Stanger 
Dustin Supino 
Josh Tingle 
Gage Williams 

“I like to race my hot wheels with my friends with 
my best car.” 

    -Stran Peck 
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CAPRONI WELDING INC. 

     PIPE. FABRICATION 
          HIGH PRESSURE & X-RAY 

 
QUALITY WORKS 

CERTIFIED– INSURED 
ANYTIME– ANY PLACE 

  
JOHN CAPRONI 

307-856-1475 
CELL 307-851-5297 

P.O. BOX 85. PAVILLION, WY  82523 
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A limited liability company 

CONGRATULATIONS ! 
to the  

GRADUATING 
CLASS of 2010 

You kids truly are a credit to your school… 
Some of the best and the brightest in the state… 
Now go out and make a difference in the world. 

  
Just don’t forget to stop by and visit us little people 

when you get all rich and famous. ☺ 
Behind Safeway on Pershing 

in Riverton 
OPEN 7 days a week for 

your shopping convenience 
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Skull Prices: 
Small………….$20 
Medium………$40 
Large………….$50 
Cow/Buffalo....$65 

From cleaning coyotes to bears, alligators to elk, Bugs N’ Bones 
will clean almost any type of skull you want, but we prefer 

fresh! Along with the beetles and students cleaning your skulls, 
we whiten all skulls individually.. 

Bugs N’ Bones Skull Cleaning 

1994 Cougar Drive 
Pavillion, Wyoming  
82523 
Phone: 307-856-6327 
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  Valley Plumbing  
      &           
Heating 

Providing quality plumbing services 
to the Wind River Valley 

Van Johnson 
President & Master Plumber 

743 Sunset Plaza 
Riverton, WY 

 
307-856-7883 

(Cell) 307-851-1802 
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Congratulations  
              Class of  2010 
  
 

 
From Deniss 
Pince Farms 
& 
Pince INC. 83 Ads 
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Gerald H. Fehring 
General Contractor 

 
 

(307) 856-6294 
 
 

P.O. Box 73 
11827 U.S. Hwy. 26 
Kinnear, Wyoming 

82516 
 

Celebrating 
50 

YEARS 
In Wyoming 

 
511 E. Sunset 

Riverton, WY 
856-9236 

1-800-698-2149 
M-F 7:30-6:00▪ Sat 7:30-

5:30  
Sun 11:00-4:00 

Succeeding together  
against all odds. 

 
A college prep program available in all Fremont County high schools. 

 
Offering skills to be successful in high school and college.  Participants earn 

quarterly stipends. 
 

Students who meet eligibility requirements can join as 9th or 10th graders. 
 

For more information call 855-2025 or visit us on the web at  
www.cwc.edu/What/Upwardbound. 
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A 
Abbot, Caleb                                           77 
Abeyta, Jalen                    17, 19, 38, 42, 43                       
Acres, Alexis                                           72 
Adams, Amber                                        52                      
Adams, Lonnie                                        43                        
Albright, Cory                          6, 27, 28, 43                      
Alexander, Laurie 
Allison, Jody 
Ameach, Savannah                                  72 
Ames, Chance                                   61, 64                      
Ames, Shelby                                          77 
Anderson, Becky 
Anderson, Colton                                   71 
Anesi, Kodi                                             71 
Ankrom, Jason                             56, 57, 64                 

Antone, Devyn                                       74 
Antone, Drew                                   25, 26 
Antone, Huston                                      73 
Applegate, Cheryl 
Aragon, Ashley                                       57 
Arneach, Savannah                                  74 
Arrington, Cheryl                                    52                     
Arrington, Macayla                 56, 57, 62, 63 

        B 
Balber, Ghent 
Bappe, Luke                                      15, 42                                  
Barret, Cole                                             77 
Barrett, Donna 

Barrett, Jade                                            74 
Barquin, Jordan                                       36 
Becker, Hadlee                                        77 
Becker, Jessie                                          72 
Becker, Sami                                           77 
Becquier, Ryan                                        70 
BlackElk, Alexis 
BlackElk, Trejan                                     72 
Blankenship, Annawynn             14, 15, 17,  
38, 40 
Blankenship, Dylan                           57, 64 
Blankenship, Marshall          5, 6, 28, 38, 48 
Blowers, Trista                                        72 
Blowers, Tyrel                                         77 
Bobnick, Joeseph                                    71 
Bolte, Madison                                  76, 77 
Bolte, Mason                                          66                                  
Bolte, Megan                                           62 
Bondley, Jade                                          74 
Bondley, Summer                                    77 
Booky, Albert                                          52                             
Borgan, Valerie 
Bossert, Cole 
Brewbaker, Gabrial 
Brewbaker, Iva                                  76, 77 
Briggs, Ridgely 
Briggs, Wesley 
Bringolf, Kaleb         
Broncho, Kali                        25, 29, 36, 40 
Brown, Ambrielle                                   62 
Brown, Jesse                     17, 19, 38, 42, 43                         
Brownlee, Landen                                   77 
Buline, Robert                                         64   
Burnett, Averey                                       77 
Burnett, Nathan                                      72                          
Burnett, Sierra                                         74 
Burrell, Devon                                   22, 25 

C 
C’Bearing, Amanda                     25, 36, 42 
C’Bearing, Jordan             12, 15, 17, 42, 43                     
C’Bearing, Mario                               70, 71 
Cameron, Jodie 
Campbell, Brady                                     52                          
Campbell, Cadence                                 77 
Campbell, Jennifer                                  52            
Campbell, Kirsys                                     71 
Campbell, Randi                                19, 36                    
Campbell, Shepperd                          64, 65             
Caproin, Holly                                        52                             
Captain, Verna                             19, 36, 40 
Captain, Victoria             4, 6, 19, 36, 40, 41 
Carroll, Coy                                            61 
Carroll, Jade Ann                                    74 
Chand, Jessica 
Chatfeild, Kiley                                       52                          
Chatfeild, Kaden                                     77 
Chatfeild, Sydney                                    74 

Christiansen, Amanda                             54 
Clark, Andrea                                          77 
Clapp, Diana                                           53 
Collver, Alex                          24, 25, 44, 45 
Collver, Colter                                   76, 77 
Collver, Sierra                                    15, 38 
Colman, Ta’Lynn                                    61 
Cooper, Dylan                             19, 38, 45 
Cooper, Kathleen                                    52          
Cooper, Nicole                                       15 
Crabtree, Ryan                                        66          
Cress, Cory                                        61, 64          
Cunningham, Gabrielle                           66          
Cunningham, James                           45, 64          
Cunningham, Shaylee                   57, 62, 63 
Cyphers, Carlos                                       15 
Cyphers, Kayla-Marie                                6 

Wind River bandmates Destiny Singer, Marq 
Washakie, Jessica Noe, and Morgan Martinez 
rehearse a number of other group shots without 
realizing Pete Ouray is going to use the one 
where no one was quite ready.  

Mr. Chatfield contemplates how to tactfully 
address a student’s ability to both “think out-
side the box” while, quite literally, becoming 
stuck in said box.  

In a powerful moment of self reflection, Colton 
Blankenship’s Star Guy wonders what lucky 
audience member might receive his charisma 
headband if he dares part with it.  



         D 
D’Andrea, Lindsey          17, 19, 36, 40, 48 
David, Cade                                           77 
David, Lincoln                                 61, 64                            
David, Madi                                           72 
Davidson, Kelsi         18, 19, 27, 36, 37, 40 
Davis, Katelynn                          57, 62, 63 
DeBuse, Zane                                          6 
Degraw, Jessia                                        62 
Degraw, Tyler                                  57, 64                     
Dennis, Wayne 
Deveraux, Fallon                                   74 
Devoss, Eli                                            66                                          
Devoss, Shelly                                       52                         
Dolbow, Andrea                                    74 
Dolbow, Vinnie                               70, 71 
Donahue, Bailey 
Dooley, Jace                                           71 
Dooley, Joshua                           29, 18, 19 
Dooley, Misty                                        52 
Downham, Sue                                      52                         
Downing, Katelyn                      15, 36, 40 
Downing, Toni 
Durako, Keela                          4, 6, 48, 49 
Duthie, Linda 
Dwyer, Casey                                         66 
Dwyer, Jonah                                         57 
Dwyer, Luke                                    74, 75 
Dwyer, Timothy                                     25 
 

E 
Eckley, Grady                                        66 
Eckley, Shelby                                        57 
Edmo, Jeston                              12, 15, 42 

F 
 
Fagan, Ellie                                            25 
Fagan, Travis                                         64                          
Farwell, Hadley                                19, 48 
Fehring, Kris 
Fennie, Rachael                                24, 25 
Fenton, Johnny                                      66 
Fiebiger, Julie                                   52, 64                                     
Fightingbear, Jaylynn                             71 
Fike, Diane 
Franck, Alex                                          71 
Frazier, Matthew                              26, 52                                  
Friday, Anniliesa                                    77 
Friday, Jalen                                     15, 38 
Friday, Laura                                7, 29, 40 
Friday, Rebekah                                     75 
Friday, Shane 

G 
Garcia, Malinda                                52, 63                              
Gaudren, Mekenzie                                72 
Gerhardt, Michael                                  61 
Gerhardt, Randy                        19,  38, 45 
Getzfried, Xabier                                   71 
Gibson, Taylor                                       74 

Giles, Ashley                                          57 
Giles, Autumn 
Giles, Danielle                                       62 
Giles, Megan                               56, 57, 62 
Gilliland, Tanner                   15, 19, 42, 43         
Giriffith, Steve 
Gomendia, Renee 
Gordon, Pam 
Gordon, Scott 
Gordon, Tayler                     56, 57, 62, 63 
Gordon, Wardale             25, 38, 39, 42, 43         
Gosnell, Dirk                                         52     
Grant, Bailey                                          77 
Greer, Darrell                                        71 
Griebel, Marcus                                     64  
Griffin, Kierra                                       72  
Grindle, Dalyn                      19, 26, 36, 40 
Grindel, Jacob                                       64     
Groesbeck, Brett                   22, 25, 36, 40 
Groom, McKenzie                           22, 25 
Gustin, Ron 

H 
Halseide, Jeanine  
Hall, Skylar                                            71 
Hamlin, Gary    
Hamton, Hunter                                    71 
Hamton, Tia                                          57 
Hamlin, Ryan 
Hampton, Tia 
Hankins, Bryce                                 61, 64         
Hardcastle, Harlie                                  77 
Hardcastle, Tucker                                 77 
Harper, Zeb                                           74 
Hartman, Jo                                           52         
Heeg, Ryan                                            19 
Hegwer, Addie                                       72 
Hegwer, Hannah                              66, 67         
Maendle, Andy                          38, 52, 54 
Mattock, Danica                 19, 29,  36, 37     
Maul, Tim                                       12, 38 
McCulough, Cindy 
McLeod, Joseph                                    25 
McOmie, Wyatt                               76, 77 
McSwain, Michi                                    61 
MedicineTop, Daniel                           71 
MedicineTop, Marcialyn                  62, 63 
MedicineTop, Shyrhrea               25,36, 40 
Meeks, Donna 
Meeks, Haley                                   61, 63 
Meeks, Kati 
Memering, Jordan                           72, 73 
Merrill, Chante                    19, 26, 40, 48 
Middelstadt, Daniel                        22, 25           
Middelstadt, Samuel                  15, 38, 39 
Miller, Brody                                        65 
Miller, Jaden                                         77 
Miller, Morgan                                     72 
Miller, Shantel                          19, 36, 40 
Miller, Tristin                                       66 

The ‘Nerd Herd’ -The State and Regional Science Fair Participants Top: Kimberly Stein-
hoff, Dylan Cooper, Elley Votruba, Jessica Noe. Bottom: Chante Merrill, Shanna Key-
saw,  Ayla Kuegeler, Dalyn Grindle, Marissa Stover, Shantel Miller, Lindsey D’Andrea. 



Hegwer, Sam                                        74 
Henry, Wanda                                       53 
Hernandez, Quinlin 
Hill, Rachaelle 
Hill, Tapaynga                                 61, 62 
Hill, Vannessa                                       62 
Hill, Wallace                                         42                                              
Hill, Wilford 
Hindman, Reata                                    74 
Hindman, Reece                                   77 
Hindman, Ronelle                                 75 
Hinojosa, Eddie                                    72 
Hitt, Matthew                                5, 7, 26 
Hoffman, Faith                        4, 7, 17, 43 
Hoffmam, Hope                             15, 26 
Hood, Jasmine                                61, 63 
Hoopengarner, Ben                              66                
Hopkin, Elizabeth                                72 
Hopkin, Maye                            61, 62, 63 
Hopkin, Stetler                                19, 45 
Horton, Shay                             12, 15, 38 
Horton, Stan                                         45 
Hughes, Jacob 
Hunt, Dustin                                   57, 64 
Hunt, Taylor                  19, 27, 36, 37, 40 
Hutchinson, Christine                           52 
Hyatt, Brenda                                       52                        
Hyatt, Darlee                   17, 25, 36, 40,48 

I 
Ingalls, Danyka                                     66 
Ingalls, Duane                                       72                     
Inman, Eric                             4, 7, 29, 66 

J 
Jacobson, Patrick                                  77 
James, Jorden                                      71 
James, Stacey 
Jenks, Charles                                       52                           
Jennings, Brandon                     14, 15, 26 
Johnson, Alison                                    71 
Johnson, Cora                      60, 61, 62, 63 
Johnson, Calder                                    77 
Johnson, Justin                                     71 
Johnson, Lawry                                    57 
Johnson, Lydia                          57, 62, 63 
Johnson, Jody                                       15 
Johnson, Richard                                  52                     
Jones, Chris 
Jones, Ellie                                            74 
Jones, Joy 
Jones, Landon                                       75 
Jones, Nancy                                         52 
Jordan, Douglas                 5, 7, 38, 42, 43  
Jordan, Madison                                   72                                                           
Jordan, Ryan                                         66                            
Jordan, Trenton            5, 7, 17, 38, 42, 43             
Justice, Kristopher                          54, 64    

K 
Kampman, Christina                             71 
Kampman, Nakoya                               77 
Kazee, Sheresa                                      40                            
Keene, Kali                          60, 61, 62, 63 
Kewsaw, Chelsea                       56, 57, 63           
Keysaw, Kaden                                     77 
Keysaw, Shanna                                    19 
Keysaw, Trevor                               66, 67                                      
Kilgore, Nichole                                     4 
Kinder, Grace                            54, 57, 62 
King, Delane                                   22, 25 
Kini, Alexandra                               62, 63 
Kirby, Ashely                                        72 
Kirby, Brittany 
Kisling, Susan                                       52                           
Kitchin, Kobee                                     25 

Klein, Karen 
Klinker, Autumn  
Klinker, Kenneth                                  19          
Koenig, Drew                                61,  64            
Koenig, Kaiden                         25, 38, 42            
Kolsen, Braydon 
Knowles, Marcella 
Kuegeler, Ayla                           19, 29, 36 

L 
LaJeunesse, Benjamin                      57, 64            
LaJeunesse, Nathaniel                  5, 62, 63 
LaJeuneesse, Tamara                 15, 36, 40         
Lane, Zaylee                                         77 
Lane, Zylance                                       77 
Lemley, Chad 
Leonhardt, Brenda 
Leonhardt, Brayden                              77 
Leonhardt, Lex                5, 28,  38, 42, 43           
Lewis, Joel                                            25 
Lindblad, Lynn                                    
Lindley, Marrisa                              61, 63 
Lindley, Carissa                                     77 
Lindstadt, Zachary                     57, 64, 65 
Locker, Rhonda 
Lonebear, Tyson                  18, 19, 42, 43            
Longtine, Cara                           61, 62, 63 
Longtine, Cheyenne                        62, 63 
Longtine, Deven                                   72 
Longtine, Megan                        61, 62, 63 
Lookingbill, Dylan                          57, 64            
Lookingbill, Natasha                             71 
Lookingbill, Tim 
Loveland, Delayna                                66        
Lundberg, Elese                                    74 
Lundberg, Kaylyn                                 71 
Lundberg, Rebecca                               15 
Lundberg,  Richard                         26, 57           
Lupher, Joe                               57, 64, 65    

M 
Magana, Antonio                                  66            
Marshall, Morgan                            61, 63 
Martin, Jordan 
Martin, Justin                                        72 
Martin, Sharon 
Martinez, Johnny                                  64            
Martinez, Morgan                    19, 36, 40              
Martinez, Renee                                    66            
Massey, Garrett 
Maul, Timothy                                15, 26 
Maxheimer, Abbey 
McAdams, Owen                            72, 73 
MacHado, Alisa                                    74 
Maddock, Darcey                             62,63 
Seaman, RJ                                     57, 64             
Sennett, Ryan                                  48, 52  
Shaw, Margaret                                     53            

                        

                     

                                       

                  

                      

      

Kris Fehring, Lonnie Adams, and Deb Smith 
learn that no one can hide from the law, es-
pecially when he’s as tall as Deputy Sperry.   

Ayla Kuegeler has the energy to take a bite 
out of science, even at the end of the day.  



Miller, Venyta 
Mills, Alexzander 
Mills, Destiny                                       66                              
Mitchell, Jace                                  66, 67       
Mitchell, Justin                                     72                    
Mitchell, Kimberly                               72 
Mitchell, Renea K                                74 
Morgan, Lisa                             36, 40,41 
Morss, Brett                                         53                             
Murdock, Andrew                                57 
Murdock, Matthew                              15 
Murdock, Tina                                        5 

N 
Nacota, Shandi                                     66                           
Nading, Melinda 
Naef, Aubrey                                        77 
Naef, Russel                                          64 
Nelson, Cole                                         71 

Newton, Tyler 
Nez, Scottie 
Nicholls, Deni Lou                               61 
Nicholls, Jami                                  62, 63 
Noe, Jack                                              64                                    
Noe, Jessica                                          19 
Nordwick, Shay            5, 36, 40,41, 48,49 
Nordwick, Sloan                        22, 25, 40 
Nordwick, Tyler 
Norris, Hailey                           15, 36, 40 
Norris, Shoshanna                               66           
Norris, Tom                          

O 
O’Brien, Caitlin                         22, 25, 36 
O’Brien, Joshua                         12, 15, 38 
O’Brien, Sherri 
Oldman, Aaron                             
Oldman, Josophine                               74 
Oldman, Marcus                                   66 
O’Neal, Bailey                                       40 
O’Neal, Calyn                                       72 
O’Neal, Lane                                        64                              
O’Neal, Jordan                                57, 62 
Ottman, Pepper                                    53                           
Ouray, Pete                                    19, 48 
Ouray, Singing Pinetree             61, 62, 63 
Owens, Haley                                         5 

P 
Pattison, Christina 
Pattison, Hunter                                   77 
Pattison, Joyce 
Pattison, Taylor                                     74 
Pearcee, Quintin                                   72 
Peck, Stran                                            77 
Perkins, Dalton                                     65 
Perkins, Samuel                                     71 
Pierce, Brodie                                  74, 75 
Pierce, Colton 
Pierce, Tia                                       61, 62 
Pince, Kathy                                         53                                
Pince, Nicholas                      8, 38, 42, 43                       
Pfisterer, Caiden                        25, 38, 45 
Pfisterer, Keanan                            60, 61 
Philleo, Abilene 
Plush, Nicholas                                     66                            
Plush, Samuel                                  57, 64 

Q 
Quayle, Dick                                   53, 64                      

R 
Ray, Andy                                             38 
Raymond, Taylor                                  25 
Reece, Ronnie                                       66                             
Reid, Shawn                                          77 
Reinick, Clayton                              57, 64                     
Richard, Terrance                                 66 
Riley, Rosanne                                      53                            
Rios, Stephen 
Rose, Isac                                             75 
Rose, Joshua                                         75                               
Rose, Josie                                       74, 75 
Rose, Klayton                                      71 
Rose, Zak                                       61, 64 
Ross, Shira                                      22, 25  
Rupe, Anisha 
Rupe, Tyler                                     57, 64 

Russell, Mindy                                      75 

S 
Sanderson, Layne                                  71 
Sanderson, Skye                                    75 
Scadden, Brooke                             24, 25 
Scadden, Trevor                                    25 
Schmidt, Sheila                                     53            
Schmuck, Charlie                                  77 
Schmuck, Jordan                                   75 
Schneeberger, Fabienne                        15 
Schucker, Jennifer                                 53            
Schweigert, Laura 
Schweigert, Pam 
Seaman, John                                       66 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nichole Kilgore found a hidden talent behind 
the potter’s wheel, impressing herself and Ms. 
Jones with her focus.  

Two test dummies braved the heat of what 
seemed like the only warm day this spring to 
encourage their peers to respect and practice 
safety procedures, even when giving hi-fives.  



              

         

Sheets, Beau                                    38, 53 
Shotgun, Gilbert                                   66                          
Smith, Alex                                           77 
Smith, Anna                                    19, 36                             
Smith, CT 
Smith, Deb                                           53                                  
Smith, Eileen   
Smith, Julia                                           75 
Smith, Mackayla                                   66                                                        
Smith, Mariah                                 66, 67                         
Smith, Marion                                      53                               
Smith, Matthew                 4, 8, 28, 38, 42                          
Smith, Michael             4, 8, 17, 38, 42, 43                       
Smith, Regina 
Snyder, Alexis                                       72 
Sorensen, Broox                                   75 
Sorensen, Dixon                                   77 
Sorensen, Jancy                              61,  63 
 Sorensen, Jaxon                             57, 64                        
Spicer, Harley                                 70, 71 
Spray, Hailey                                        77 
Sperry, Brandan                                    72 
Sperry, Dan                                          53                                
Sperry, Morgan 
Stagner, Aspen                                62, 63          
Stagner, Coleman           12, 15, 38, 39, 48 
Stanger, Stockman                                77 
Stansfeild, Carson                           72, 73 
Stover, Marissa                    18, 19, 38, 48 
Stover, Tanner                          54, 57, 64  
Strahle, Katelynn                                  75 
Strahle, Makayla                                   71 
Steinhoff, James             17, 22, 25, 38, 45 
Steinhoff, Kimberly                   14, 15, 43                  
Stoffel, Chellie 
Sullivan, Russell 
Supino, Colton 
Supino, Dustin                                     77 
Sweeney, Travis 

T 
Tatro, Brody                                         75 
Taylor, Allysa 
Taylor, Lindsey                                     66                             
Taylor, Ty                                             77 
Taylor, Tyler                                   19, 26 
Taylor, Zane                                         72 
Terry, Briahna                                      72 
Terry, Schyler                                       73 
Tibbs, Aneesa                                       66     
Tibbs, Dakota                                      72                           
Tibbs, Shadd                             22, 25, 42 
Tidzump, Braxton                                73                               
Tidzump, Joe                            19, 38, 42                          
Tidzump, Stacie                                8, 40 
Tidzump, Taylor                                   66                            
Tingle, Joshua                                       77 
Tingle, Zack                                         75 

Thoman, Keara                                    77 
Thoman, Kyle                       8, 26, 38, 45 
Thoman, Martin       17, 19, 26, 29, 38, 45               
Thoman, Victoria                      57, 62, 63 
Thunderhawk, Johanna                        66 
Turner, Makala                                     22 
Tuner, Rebecca                                     29 

V 
VanDenbos, Dennis                             53                   
Vensor, Dylan 
Verley, Kara                              19, 48, 49 
Vogel, Josee                              57, 62, 63 
Vogel, Kage                                          73 
Vogel, Kit                                 61, 62, 63 
Votruba, Ellare                    19, 29, 36, 40                        

W 

Wagner, Tanna                                     77        
Wagon, Roger                           25, 42, 43                     
Walker, Amanda                                   52                       
Walker, Justin                38, 39, 40, 41, 53 
Wall, Ceatris                                         53 
Ward, Veronica                                    75                             
Warren, Heaven                                   71 
Warren, Marc 
Warren, Shelly                                      61 
Warren, Taneica                                   73 
Warren, Marc                            56, 57, 64                       
Warren, Missy                                      60 
Washakie, Marq                                      8 
Weblemo, Becky                                   53 
Weier, Justin                                         19                              
Weilever, Dianna                                  53                           
Wells, Royal                                          71        

Wells, Vonda                                        40            
White, Sean                                          75 
Whitehurst, Ryan 
Whitehurst, Savanna                             75 
Whiteman, Daenien 
Whiteman, Daniel 
Whiteplum, April                                   8 
Whitlock, Chesnie 
Whitt, Kaycee                          5, 8, 40, 48 
Wiblemo, Becky                                    
Williams, Gage                                     77 
Williams, Jordin                                    71 
Williams, Pierce 
Williams, Randi                                    15 
Willow, Charlie                                    77 
Willow, Douglas LeGrand              66, 67    
Willow, Yvonne                                    72 
Wilson, Bailey                                 61, 62 

Woods, Dustin                                     61 
Woods, Lillian                                      72 
Woolery, Nancy                                    53           

Y 
Yellowplume, Tristan                      19, 40 
 
 

After riding through a bicycle course with Doug Jordan, or climbing on the fire truck with 
Kyle Thoman, the elementary crew were happy to display their new helmets and all around 
safety awareness. 



Sloan Nordwick leads a charge down the hillside slip-n-slide with 
James Steinhoff and Ryan Weliever close behind. 

Ward Gordan teaches Alex Collver the risks of crossing the bounda-
ries of the water-balloon area without knowing the consequences. 

In one of many human pyramids gone awry, Dylan Cooper ral-
lies his classmates to try again.  

Ryan Heeg refuses to shake a volleyball tail feather with Josh Doo-
ley and Tyler Taylor, much to his team’s dismay.  

Photographer Joe Tidzump lays his life (and camera) on the line to 
snap this action-packed kick from Josh O’Brien.  

Pete Ouray puts his sneaking skills to the test by daring to drench 
Taylor Hunt. Don’t worry, he did not stay dry long.  



Every year, seniors get the opportunity to go to Washington D.C. for their senior trip. While in D.C., they explore a different landscapes and 
lifestyles, make lasting memories, and represent their school and home state. 

The seniors reminisce about the naptimes they used to share in 
kindergarten. We’d identify who is who, but even we can’t tell in 
this one.  

Victoria Capitan, Shay 
Nordwick, Laura Friday, 

and April Whiteplume 
stay perky even after a 
long day of travel. The 

next photo illustrates that 
this is not always the 

case.  

When she isn’t ducking under 
an umbrella, Bailey O’Neal 

manages to soak up what 
passes for sunshine in one of 

D.C.’s thoroughfares.  

Right: Lex Leonhardt shows Kyle Thoman how 
to dangle while both seniors radiate support for 

Team Wyoming.  
 
 

Far Right: Like the rest of the sleep deprived 
seniors, Kayla Cyphers gets a little kooky when 

she teaches this statue to dance.    

90 Culmination & Graduation 



Far Left: Checking her footing, Nikki 
Kilgore proudly steps off the podium 
with her diploma. Anna Blankenship 
handed off the flowers for the seniors 
to present to their parents.   
 
 
Left: With diploma in hand, Trent 
Jordan, one of four Valedictorians, 
confidently strides towards his next 
challenge: collegiate athletics and  
academics.    

Everyone got silly to celebrate 
their accomplishments. String 
and caps were everywhere.  

In what seems like the longest 
forty five minutes of all time, 
the seniors get pumped up in 
the library for their debut as 
graduates.  

C

The 2010 seniors made it through an intense school year full of ups and downs. Now they are all off to another chapter in their lives,  
prepared for whatever comes next.  



     Until next time, the publications staff would like to  
                                  encourage everyone to continue to seek  
                                                                      an edge up on the competition. 

We appreciate your help in making Wind River a place where we  
        can hold our heads high, brought together with the belief that                                                                                          
              each year we continue to improve. Challenges will come as each of us makes our                             
                      own path, but rest assured that each and every one of us found strength as a  
                                Cougar. We hope you enjoyed reading, and look forward to seeing you again in 2011.   
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